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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation presents an investigation on the capabilities of Near-Field Microwave 
Microscopy (NFMM) for the characterization of surface and subsurface materials. Subsurface 
characterization refers to the detection, differentiation and imaging of dielectric, and metallic features that 
are coated with an insulating layer. The design, simulation and modeling, and testing of a dielectric 
resonator (DR)-based NFMM and a coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM are discussed in 
detail in this work. Additionally, materials differentiation and imaging capabilities of each microscope are 
examined using several bulk samples, liquids, GaAs MMIC circuits, and gold/glass testing patterns.     
The 5.7 GHz DR-based NFMM uses a microwave probe that consists of a commercial gold-
coated probe tip coupled to a DR through a non-resonant microstrip line. The probe is enclosed in an 
aluminum cavity to preserve the quality factor of the probe (Q=986) and therefore to enhance its 
sensitivity.   The development of a lumped-element model of this DR-based probe is discussed in this 
work. Characteristics of this design are its high Q and the ability to resolve differences in permittivity (’r) 
of insulting bulk samples and liquids as small as ∆’r =1.75 and ∆’r =0.04, respectively. The imaging 
capabilities of this design were verified using a GaAs MMIC phase shifter. It was found that a 10 m 
wide microstrip line is successfully resolved and that the spatial resolution of the microscope is 50 m 
when using a tungsten tip with an apex radius of 25 m. Additionally, measurement of the electrical 
resistance of an additive manufactured resistor was measured using the DR-based NFMM without the 
need of contacts. The percent difference between the electrical resistance measured using the DR-based 
NFMM and a four-point probe is 9.6%. Furthermore, the DR-based NFMM allows simultaneous imaging 
of topography and RF electrical conductivity of rough thick films without the need of an additional 
distance sensor; this ability is demonstrated for a rough CB028 thick film.  
ix 
 
The 5GHz coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM employs a half-wavelength coaxial 
transmission line resonator terminated in a sharp tungsten tip as the microwave probe. A quartz-tuning 
fork based distance following feedback system is integrated with the microwave probe in order for the 
NFMM to operate in non-contact mode. The Q of the probe is degraded by 30% (Q=55) due to the 
presence of the quartz tuning fork. Despite the low Q, this NFMM is able to differentiate several 
insulating bulk samples (3.8 < ’r < 25) even if they are coated with an insulating layer of thickness 
similar to the apex radius of the tungsten tip. Finally, the coaxial resonator transmission line-based 
NFMM is able to image subsurface permittivity distribution of a flexible polymer-composite PDMS-
Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% which is coated with 10 m thick parylene-C layer. Measurements performed at a 
tip-sample distance of 100 nm reveal that within an area of 50 m x 50 m, the relative permittivity of the 
polymer-composite is not constant but varies between 6.63 and 11.78. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview and Motivation 
 
As the demand for higher operating frequencies and higher integration density of devices and 
systems increases, an understanding of the electromagnetic properties of the materials used becomes 
indispensable. Electromagnetic properties of materials have been successfully measured in the microwave 
frequency region using transmission line methods [1, 2] , resonant cavities [3, 4], and open-ended coaxial 
probes [5]. However, these methods provide an averaged value of the electromagnetic properties over a 
macroscopic area that is on the order of the wavelength at the operating frequency. For example, the area 
of study for a cavity with a resonance frequency of 5 GHz is about 6 cm x 6 cm. Local variations, which 
significantly impact the performance of miniaturized devices, especially as frequency increases, are not 
resolved.  
Near-field microwave microscopy (NFMM) is a metrology tool able to image the electromagnetic 
properties of materials (r, r, ) on scales much shorter than the wavelength at the operating frequency 
[6]. Since the microwaves are able to penetrate non-conducting materials, NFMM enables the 
characterization of materials under test (MUT) at the surface and in the subsurface, which is of 
importance not only in the characterization of multilayer structures and subsurface defect detection, but 
also in biomedical applications such as imaging of tumor cells. Thus, NFMM contributes in areas such as 
biology, materials science, and fundamental physics. Moreover, localized study of electromagnetic 
properties through NFMM contributes to the understanding of dependence of inhomogeneities and defects 
of the materials on the performance of microwave devices and systems. 
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Over the last two decades, several NFMMs have been successfully used for the characterization 
of bulk materials [7-9] and thin films [10-18]. Tunability of BaSrTiO3 ferroelectric thin films has been 
studied in [19]. A common characteristic of the materials studied so far is that they are flat and their 
surface is smooth which facilitates the NFMM imaging over the sample. However, materials such as 
conductive DuPont CB028, insulating ULTEM, and insulating Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) 
used in additive manufactured devices have higher roughness ( m) [20]. Direct Digital Manufacturing 
(DDM) is a popular 3D additive manufacturing process used in the development of low cost complex 
microwave structures such the periodic spiral antenna [21] and band-pass filter [22] shown in Figure 
1-1(a) and (b). One of the challenges of the characterization of these materials using NFMM is that the 
high roughness of the materials limit the use of certain NFMMs such as the commercial available atomic 
force microscope (AFM)-based NFMM considering the limited z-travel of most common 
piezotransducers [23]. Thus, it is required to integrate a distance-following feedback system compatible 
with the rough nature of the sample with the NFMM so that the microscope can operate in close 
proximity to the sample ( nm) in order to achieve high resolution and sensitivity while preserving the 
microscope and sample integrity. Another challenge involved in the NFMM characterization of printed 
materials and structures is that the available models of the NFMM-sample interaction are approximations 
that consider the sample to be flat and uniform. However, printed materials are non-uniform in addition to 
being rough. For example, once cured, printed DuPont CB028 is comprised of silver flakes, solvent, and 
air voids which are unevenly distributed across the sample. 
Other materials compatible with additive manufacturing processes and suitable for microwave 
components are polymer-ceramic composites such as PDMS loaded with BaTiO3, NdTiO3, 
Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3, and MgCaTiO2. Polymer-ceramic composites are materials that have enormous potential 
applications in microwave devices not only because of their flexibility but also because they are low cost, 
low loss, and a wide range of permittivity (3 < ’r < 23) can be obtained by controlling the sintering 
process and the amount of the ceramic material used [24]. 
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Figure 1-2(a) shows a 4.2 GHz flexible patch antenna using a PDMS-MgCaTiO2 as substrate 
[25]. Figure 1-2 (b) presents a 3D miniaturized printed balun that has multiple layers that include ABS in 
the bottom and PDMS-MgCaTiO2 25% in the middle layer and top layers [26]. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge, characterization of flexible polymer-ceramic using NFMM has not yet been reported. NFMM 
imaging of dielectric constant and topography of flexible polymer-ceramics can contribute to the 
understanding of the microstructural material formation, which will contribute to the understanding of the 
performance of the microwave component.   
The study of flexible polymer-ceramic composites using NFMM also involves the challenge of 
exploring the capabilities of the NFMM for subsurface characterization of materials since it has been 
found that the NFMM is able to operate in non-contact mode if an insulating flexible layer is deposited on 
the composite. This presents a major challenge since previous research on materials characterization of 
bulk materials and thin films using NFMM has been mostly dedicated to the imaging of the surface 
electromagnetic properties of these materials. Subsurface characterization of materials is not only of 
relevance for the study of ceramic composites but also for quality control and defect detection in 
microwave integrated circuits. For instance, microelectronics circuits are shielded from corrosion and 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 1-1 Examples of 3D printed microwave devices. (a) Sinuous cavity-backed periodic spiral antenna 
taken from [21]  EurAAP 2015; used with permission.(b) 2.45 GHz band-pass filter from [22]  2015. 
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contamination using a passivation layer in order to prevent degradation of circuit performance and 
extension of operational lifetime. 
 
 
 
A limitation of the passivation layer is that it restricts the electrical and morphological 
characterization that can be carried out on the materials being coated. Typical techniques employed for 
characterizing the topography and elemental composition of the materials underneath the surface, such as 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), are destructive 
and require the sample to be diced in order to study the cross section.  Typical methods for measuring 
electrical properties of materials such as the open ended coaxial probe and four-point probe method 
require the probe to be in contact with the sample and measurement accuracy is limited by the size and 
thickness of the sample.  Few works have explored the capabilities of NFMM for subsurface 
characterization of materials. Most of the research on subsurface imaging using NFMM has been focused 
on the identification and imaging of metallic features coated by conductive [27] and insulating layers [28, 
29]. However, there is a lack of information on the study of the electromagnetic properties of coated 
samples using NFMM. In NFMM, the extension of the evanescent fields in the material is controlled by 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1-2 Examples of microwave components that use flexible PDMS-CaTiO2 composite material. (a) 
4.2 GHz Patch antenna from [25]   2015. (b) Miniaturized 3D printed balun from [26]  2015. 
PDMS-CaTiO2 
PDMS-CaTiO2 
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the probe tip-sample distance and the probe-tip size. Investigation of the influence of these parameters on 
the subsurface detection capability of NFMM can contribute to the measurement of the electromagnetic 
properties of materials below the material’s surface.  
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
 
Despite the research available regarding the characterization of materials using NFMM, there is 
still a need for continuing the investigation and understating of capabilities of NFMM for the study of 
new materials that are present in complex microwave structures such as additive manufactured devices, 
multilayered circuits, and flexible components. Thus, the main objective of this work is to examine the 
capabilities of NFMM for surface and subsurface characterization of smooth and rough materials.  
Examination of the NFMM capabilities requires the design of a non-contact NFMM sensitive to 
variations in the electromagnetic properties of the materials as well as the understanding of the interaction 
of the microscope with the materials.  To accomplish this task, this work also aims to develop non-contact 
NFMM able to differentiate surface and subsurface conductive and dielectric materials. Other goals 
include the simulation and creation of lumped-element circuit models of the microscope and sample that 
can contribute towards understanding the NFMM measurement.  
 
1.3 Contributions 
 
A summary of the contributions of this work is presented below: 
1. Development of a DR-based NFMM (Q=986) operating at 5.72 GHz able to 
differentiate several bulk insulating samples (3.8 < ’r < 25) and liquids (2.3 < ’r < 32) with a 
minimum resolvable difference in permittivity of ’r= 1.78 and ’r= 0.04, respectively. The 
spatial resolution of the NFMM is 25 m. 
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2. Development of a height control mechanism for the DR-based NFMM that 
employs the resonant frequency and quality factor of the microwave probe for the simultaneous 
non-contact imaging of topography and conductivity of rough DuPont CB028 thick films used in 
additive manufactured microwave devices.  
3. Non-contact measurement of electrical resistance of additive manufactured 
resistors using the DR-based NFMM. The relative percent difference in electrical resistance 
obtained between NFMM and four-point probe measurements is 14.7%. Advantages of the 
NFMM measurement are that it is non-destructive and no contact pads are required.    
4. Development of a coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM able to 
operate in non-contact mode using a quartz tuning fork-based distance following feedback system 
integrated with the microwave probe. The NFMM is able to differentiate several insulating bulk 
materials (3.8 < ’r < 25) even if they are coated with an insulating layer whose thickness is on 
the order of the tip apex size. 
5. Study of the influence of the presence of the quartz tuning fork-based distance 
following feedback system on the performance of the coaxial resonator transmission line-based 
NFMM. 
6. Study of the influence of the presence of the coaxial resonator transmission line-
based NFMM on the performance of the quartz tuning fork-based distance following feedback 
system. 
7. Development of lumped-element circuit models of the DR-based microwave 
probe and coaxial resonator transmission line-based probe which contributes towards the 
understanding of the behavior of the NFMM in presence or absence of samples. 
8. Non-contact subsurface characterization of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% flexible 
polymer-composite which is coated with a 10 m thick parylene-C layer using the coaxial 
resonator transmission line-based NFMM. 
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1.4 Dissertation Organization 
 
This dissertation is organized into six chapters, including this Chapter 1. Chapter 2 presents a 
background review about NFMM and evanescent waves as well as literature review on the application of 
NFMM for the study and imaging of bulk materials, thin films, liquids, and subsurface features. Chapter 3 
discusses the design, simulation and modeling of a DR-based NFMM.  Additionally a height control 
system of the NFMM that uses the measurement of the resonant frequency of the DR-based microwave 
probe is discussed. Chapter 4 presents the design, simulation and modeling of a coaxial resonator 
transmission line-based NFMM. Details about the coupling between the probe tip of the microscope and 
the quartz tuning fork-based distance following feedback system and included in the chapter. Chapter 5 
examines the materials differentiation and imaging capabilities of the designed NFMM using bulk 
insulating materials, liquids and GaAs MMIC circuits. Chapter 6 presents the characterization of printed 
materials and devices using the DR-based NFMM and the characterization of polymer-ceramic PDMS- 
PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% coated with a 10 m thick parylene-C layer using the coaxial resonator 
transmission line-based NFMM.  
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The main objective of this chapter is to provide the reader with the necessary concepts and theory 
required facilitate the understanding about NFMM and its application in materials characterization. In the 
first section, explanation of the main components and operation of the NFMM is discussed. Subsequently, 
definition and theory of evanescent waves as well as its influence on the sub-wavelength spatial 
resolution achieved by NFMM is presented. Afterwards, a summary of the spatial resolution that has been 
achieved with several NFMM designs is discussed. Additionally, a brief review of the use of several 
NFMM for qualitative and quantitative characterization of a wide range of materials including, bulk 
dielectrics, thin films, and NaCl solution is also presented. Cavity perturbation theory and tip-sample 
interaction models play a key role in quantitative characterization of materials and are discussed in this 
chapter as well. Finally, equations used to calculate the quality factor of the resonant microwave probes 
from measured S-parameters are discussed. 
 
2.2 Near-Field Microwave Microscopy 
 
Near-field microwave microscopy is a non-destructive technique used to measure the 
electromagnetic properties of materials on length scales shorter than the wavelength at the operation 
frequency [6]. The near-field term refers to the type of field interaction between the sensing probe of the 
microscope and the material under test (MUT). The basic components of an NFMM are the microwave 
source, the sensing probe and the detection system. An illustration of an NFMM is shown in Figure 2-1.  
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A vector network analyzer (VNA) is usually employed as the microwave source and detection 
system. The sensing probe is the basic NFMM component that directly interacts with the MUT to be 
examined. The sensing probe can be kept in contact or at some small distance from the MUT, typically 
less than one-tenth of probe tip size (D) in order for the probe to be sensitive to the sample [6]. To 
accomplish this task, a distance-following feedback system and a computerized scanning system are 
integrated to the NFMM. The scanning system is used to move the sample under the sensing probe 
following a rectangular grid pattern to create an image of the electromagnetic properties over the surface. 
If a distance-following feedback system is used, both the electromagnetic properties and topography 
images can be obtained. A scanning system typically employs a combination of stages with coarse and 
fine resolution motion along the xyz axis in the order of micrometers and nanometers, respectively. 
Typical distance-following mechanisms are optical beam-bounce based feedback [30], tunneling current-
based feedback [31, 32] or quartz tuning-fork-based feedback [33, 34].  
 
Figure 2-1 Illustration of an NFMM. 
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The sensing probe can be resonant or non-resonant, the former being more sensitive to detect 
small changes of the electromagnetic properties of the sample than the latter [35]. As depicted in Figure 
2-2, resonant sensing probes consist of a resonator terminated in a sensitive detection element such as an 
aperture [36]or a sharpened conductive tip [16, 19, 31], whose size D is much smaller than the 
wavelength at the operating frequency (D << ). The fields at the end of the conductive tip are evanescent 
and they store electric or magnetic energy in the near-field of the tip, rather than carrying energy as 
traveling waves do in the far-field. Thus, evanescent waves are responsible for the high-resolution 
imaging capabilities of an NFMM since these waves are frequency-independent and are concentrated in a 
small region (D). However, these fields decay exponentially with distance, on a length scale on the order 
of D, requiring the MUT to be placed in close proximity to the tip, at a distance d usually less than D in 
order for the resonant probe to be sensitive to the MUT’s electromagnetic properties. In order to provide 
an understanding the evanescent nature of waves, derivation of solutions to the wave equation is 
presented in the next section. 
When the MUT is brought close to the probe tip, the charges on the tip are redistributed and the 
reactive fields around the tip are perturbed; this field perturbation is translated into changes in the 
resonant frequency Fr and quality factor Q of the resonator. Changes in the resonant properties of the 
probe can be correlated with the material properties using semi-empirical methods and/or theoretical 
models based on resonant perturbation theory. Semi-empirical methods employ calibration samples with 
known electromagnetic properties to establish a calibration data set. The electromagnetic property of an 
unknown sample can then be obtained through interpolation. This method has been successfully 
employed in [12, 37, 38]. A summary of the theoretical models used for correlating the measured Fr and 
Q, with the electromagnetic properties of the MUT is presented in section 2.6. Drawbacks of the 
theoretical approach are that the models used rely on approximations of the tip shape to simple 
geometrical shapes such as spheres, and that the geometry of the tip and the tip-sample distance must be 
known [6].   
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NFMM complements other scanning probe microscopy techniques such as AFM and near-field 
optical microscopy (NFOM), in that the characterization of the samples can be performed at the surface as 
well as in the subsurface of the material. Additionally, NFMM operates in a frequency region (DC-THz) 
not covered by other techniques, as shown in Table 2-1. Compared to AFM, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), NFMM is able to not only provide 
topography of the sample, but also the material properties. Other advantages of NFMM over other 
techniques include not having material limitation as well as not requiring vacuum to operate. Table 2-1 
gives a comparison of some commonly used scanning probe microscopy techniques in terms of sample 
requirements, frequency range, vacuum requirement, and information acquired and image subsurface 
capability.   
 
 
Figure 2-2 Illustration of a resonant microwave probe when an MUT is placed at a distance d from the 
tip. The inset shows the tip-sample interaction. The fields at the end of the probe tip are evanescent and 
decay exponentially in the space. 
(V/m)
zD
x
y
z
Resonator
(Fr, Q)
d
D
d
MUT
VNA
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Table 2-1. Comparison of some scanning probe microscopy techniques used for materials characterization 
 
2.3 Evanescent Fields 
 
Evanescent waves formed at the end of a conductive probe tip of a NFMM whose size is much 
smaller than  (small antenna) are also called reactive or non-propagating waves and contribute to the 
total field in the near-field. These waves are formed as a result of scattering of electromagnetic radiation 
in fiber optics in a sub-wavelength aperture in a waveguide, in a fiber optic under total internal reflection 
condition, in the near-field of an antenna and at the end of the NFMM probe tip [6]. Evanescent waves 
and traveling waves are solutions of the wave equations given by (assuming time-harmonic fields 𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑡  
and source-free and lossless media) [40] 
Scanning 
Probe 
Microscopy 
Materials studied Destructive 
technique 
Vacuum 
Required 
Frequency range Information 
acquired 
Image 
subsurface 
features 
 
 
AFM 
Solids and liquids 
 
* Conductor 
*Insulator 
*Semiconductor 
*Biological 
 
 
No  
(Non-contact 
operation) 
 
 
No 
 
 
- 
 
 
*Topography 
 
 
No 
 
 
SEM 
Solids 
 
*Conductor 
*Surface preparation is 
required for insulating 
samples 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
- 
 
 
*Topography 
 
 
No 
 
STM 
Solids 
 
*Conductors 
*Semiconductor 
 
No  
Yes 
(for fine 
resolution) 
 
DC 
* Topography 
*Density of states 
 
No 
 
 
 
NFOM 
Solids  
* Conductor 
*Insulator 
*Semiconductor 
 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
No 
 
 
300 THz-750 
THz [39] 
*Optical 
information (index 
of refraction) 
*Topography 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
NFMM 
Solids and liquids 
 
*Conductor  
*Insulator 
*Semiconductor 
*Biological 
 
No  
(Non-contact 
operation) 
 
No 
 
0.1GHz-140 GHz 
[39] 
*Topography 
*Permittivity 
*Conductivity 
*Permeability 
 
 
Yes 
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∇2𝐄 + 𝑘2𝐄 = 0 (1) 
∇2𝐇 + 𝑘2𝐇 = 0 (2) 
 
where, 𝐄, 𝐇 and 𝑘 are the electric and magnetic field, and wave number respectively. The wave number is 
often called also phase constant and it is given as 
 
𝑘 = 𝑤√𝜀𝜇 (3) 
 
Solutions to the wave equations can be found using separation of variables method. In a 
rectangular coordinate system the solution for 𝐄 can be considered as  
 
𝐄 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =  𝑓𝑥  (𝑥)𝑓𝑦  (𝑦)𝑓𝑧 (𝑧) (4) 
 
Replacing (4) into (1), three differential equations are obtained 
 
𝑑2
𝑑𝑥2
𝑓𝑥(𝑥) + 𝑘𝑥
2𝑓(𝑥) = 0 
(5) 
𝑑2
𝑑𝑦2
𝑓𝑦(𝑦) + 𝑘𝑦
2𝑓(𝑦) = 0 
(6) 
𝑑2
𝑑𝑧2
𝑓𝑧(𝑥) + 𝑘𝑧
2𝑓(𝑧) = 0 
(7) 
where, the wave number is expressed in terms of 𝑘𝑥 , 𝑘𝑦 and 𝑘𝑧  as 
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𝑘2 = 𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑦
2 + 𝑘𝑧
2 (8) 
 
Solutions to (5), (6) and (7) can take different forms (cosines, sines, real or complex exponentials) 
depending on the boundary conditions. In general, the solutions can be expressed in terms of complex 
exponentials as 
 
𝑓𝑥(𝑥) = 𝐄𝐱𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑥  (9) 
𝑓𝑦(𝑦) = 𝐄𝐲𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑦𝑦 (10) 
𝑓𝑧(𝑧) = 𝐄𝐳𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑧𝑧 (11) 
 
Combining (9), (10) and (11) into (4) 
 
𝐄 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝐄𝟎𝑒
−𝑗(𝑘𝑥𝑥+𝑘𝑦𝑦+𝑘𝑧𝑧)  (12) 
 
where, 𝐄𝟎 = 𝐄𝐱𝐄𝐲𝐄𝐳 is the E-field amplitude. In order to incorporate 𝑘 into the E-field solution, 𝑘𝑧  is 
expressed in terms of 𝑘𝑥 , 𝑘𝑦 and 𝑘 as 
 
𝐄 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝐄𝟎𝑒
−𝑗(𝑘𝑥𝑥+𝑘𝑦𝑦)𝑒
±𝑗√𝑘2−(𝑘𝑥
2−𝑘𝑦
2)𝑧
  
(13) 
 
This E-field solution (13) represents a traveling or an evanescent wave depending on the 
relationship between the terms 𝑘2 and 𝑘𝑥
2 − 𝑘𝑦
2. If 𝑘2 > 𝑘𝑥
2 − 𝑘𝑦
2, the solution is that of  traveling waves, 
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whereas for 𝑘2 < 𝑘𝑥
2 − 𝑘𝑦
2 , the solution represents an evanescent wave. If phase propagation is assumed 
in the +𝑥 direction, the E-field solutions for traveling and evanescent waves are given by  
  
𝐄(𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝐄𝟎𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑒
−𝑗√𝑘2−𝑘𝑥
2 𝑧
  
(14) 
𝐄(𝑥, 𝑧) = 𝐄𝟎𝑒
−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑒
−√𝑘2−𝑘𝑥
2 𝑧
 
(15) 
 
Equation (14) represents a traveling wave propagating along the 𝑥 − 𝑧 plane, for which the 
amplitude of the field distribution on the wavefront is constant as illustrated in Figure 2-3 (a). On the 
contrary, (15) represents an evanescent wave oscillating along +𝑥 whose field distribution is not constant 
on the wavefront, but it decays along +?̂? as shown in Figure 2-3 (b). In other words, an evanescent wave 
propagates in one direction and decays in another [41] and this decay occurs in a length scale that is much 
shorter than .  
 
 
 
(a) 
Figure 2-3 Illustration of the (a) traveling wave described by (14) and (b) evanescent wave described by 
(15). 
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(b) 
Figure 2-3 (Continued) 
 
2.4 Spatial Resolution of a Near-Field Microwave Microscope 
 
Lateral spatial resolution in microscopy refers to the minimum distance between two points at 
which they can be distinguished as two points. A similar definition applies to NFMM, in which spatial 
resolution is considered as the smallest feature that the sensing probe is able to successfully resolve. 
Typically, it is verified by scanning a set of patterns with known lateral dimensions using a scanning step 
size smaller than the smallest features. Spatial resolution in NFMM contrary to far-field microscopes, 
such as optical microscopes and SEM, is not restricted by the diffraction limit of /2 established by Ernst 
Karl Abbe [42] because the fields that interact between the sample and the MUT in an NFMM are 
evanescent. These evanescent fields are responsible for the image construction in the near-field of the 
probe tip (source). Since the evanescent fields, not the traveling waves, are the responsible for the image 
formation, the spatial resolution of a NFMM is determined by the probe-tip geometry rather than the 
wavelength of the signal employed. Spatial resolution achieved by NFMM in early 1990s was in the order 
of 600 m (g/1000 at 1 GHz) using a /4 microstrip line resonator terminated in a wire with radius of 50 
m [43]. Significant improvement in the probe tip design over the last years has resulted in spatial 
resolution on the order of 50 nm (/2e6 at 2.8 GHz). Table 2-2 summarizes the spatial resolution achieved 
by several NFMM.  
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Improvement in the lateral spatial resolution of a microwave probe through the reduction of the 
tip size is accompanied by a degradation of the sensitivity of the probe. The influence of the tip size on 
the spatial resolution and sensitivity can also be understood through the E-field plots of the tip-sample 
interaction shown in Figure 2-4. The substrate is a SiO2 bulk sample (’r= 4) and the tip-sample distance 
in all plots is 0.1 m. The tip radius is varied from 1 m to 30 m. It is evident that the extension of the 
fields in the sample is deeper and wider for the tip with radius of 30 m. However, better resolution can 
be obtained with the tip radius of 1 m, as the fields are more confined. These observations are in 
agreement with previous works [31], where a commercially available STM uses several tips with different 
apex radius to examine the imaging capabilities of a hybrid NFMM-STM system.  
In the next section, an overview of the study of materials with sub-wavelength resolution in the 
microwave frequency regime is presented. This includes the differentiation between materials with 
different electromagnetic properties and the mapping of these properties of solids and liquids. 
Table 2-2. Summary of lateral spatial resolution achieved by several NFMM 
Probe Resolution Year 
/4 microstrip line resonator terminated in a wire with 
diameter of 100 m [43].  
g/1000  
(600 m) at 1 GHz 
1993 
Coaxial transmission line terminated in tip with radius 
of 100 m tip [92]. 
/300 
 (100 m) at 10 GHz 
1996 
Stripline resonator terminated in a tip with radius of 
2m [47]. 
/750000  
(0.5 m) at 1 GHz 
1999 
AFM-compatible coaxial probe with an apex radius of 
5 nm [39]. 
/2e6 
(50nm) at 2.8 GHz 
2004 
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Additionally, current results concerning sub-surface imaging of metallic and dielectric features using 
several NFMM is also presented.  
 
 
2.5 Characterization of Materials Using Near-Field Microwave Microscopy 
 
NFMM is a relatively new technique for characterization of materials compared to other widely 
used scanning probe microscopy techniques such as STM and AFM; the former was invented in 1982 and 
the latter in the late 1980’s. Despite the novelty of NFMM, initial works on NFMM date back to the 
1970’s, when Ash and Nichols achieved sub-wavelength resolution (0.5 mm at 10 GHz) using an 
aperture-based microwave probe [36]. However, it was not until the development of STM and AFM that 
advances in other scanning probe microscopy techniques took place. Since the first works, many groups 
have contributed to the development and usage of NFMM for materials characterization. Recently, hybrid 
STM-NFMM and AFM-NFMM have been proposed [39], [31], [32], [44]. These combinations are 
powerful but also challenging since they require the sample to have a smooth and very clean surface, and 
for the STM-NFMM combination, the sample must be conductive and kept under very high vacuum. 
 
Figure 2-4 E-field plots of the tip-sample interaction for different tip radius. The extension of the fields 
in the sample is deeper and wider for the tip for a radius of 30 m. However, better resolution can be 
obtained with the tip radius of 1 m. Plots were obtained using Ansys Maxwell V.16. 
1.00e+4
8.96e+3
7.84e+3
6.72e+3
5.60e+3
4.48e+3
3.36e+3
2.24e+3
1.12e+3
0.00e+0
E[V_per_meter]
Tip radius= 30m Tip radius= 10m Tip radius= 1m
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Furthermore, two limitations of the AFM-based NFMM are that the vertical travel of the probe is dictated 
by the z-travel of the AFM head (which can be only a few micrometers) and the depth of study is limited 
to only about 500 nm since the probes use cantilevers whose tip size is about 100 nm [45]. 
In NFMM, characterization of materials can be qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative 
characterization contributes to materials differentiation and contrast. Typical 1D or 2D qualitative plots 
show the resonant properties of the sensing probe for different materials. On the contrary, quantitative 
characterization provides 1D or 2D plots of the measured electromagnetic property of the sample as a 
function of distance. In this section, a summary of previous works on qualitative and quantitative 
characterization of the surface and subsurface of materials using NFMM is presented. 
 
2.5.1 Surface Characterization of Solids and Liquids 
 
 Characterization of Solids 
Although there are works about the characterization of materials using cavity perturbation 
approach in the UHF and microwave frequency regimes [46], it was not until 1993 that a microstrip line 
resonator-based NFMM operating at 0.8 GHz was presented as a suitable tool for high resolution imaging 
(/1000) of semi-conductive and conductive features [43]. The microstrip resonator is /4 long and it is 
tapered at one end to which a 0.1 mm wire is connected. Following works have improved the spatial 
resolution of the probes by reducing the tip size, and extended the use of NFMM for localized 
characterization of dielectric, magnetic bulk materials, and thin films. In [47], a microstrip line resonator 
based-NFMM operating at 1 GHz similar to that presented in [43], was proved to be useful for imaging 
defects on dielectrics, semiconductors, metals and magnetic bulk samples with spatial resolution of 
(/750000). Images showed contrast between lower/ higher permittivity regions over a carbon composite 
sample and lower/higher permeability regions over as section of a hard drive disk [47]. The NFMM was 
also successfully used to measure the width and depth of grooves in a copper plate. Figure 2-5 shows the 
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microstrip line resonator-based probe and the map of magnetic domains of a hard drive disk obtained with 
NFMM. The planar-based resonant probes presented have demonstrated that they are useful for the 
differentiation of several bulk materials; however, they have poor Q (Q100) which limits the sensitivity 
of the NFMM. 
NFMM also has proven to be a powerful technique for localized characterization of 
polycrystalline ceramics such as polycrystalline yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [48], and ceramic 
composites such as CaTiO3-MgTiO3-MgTiO4 [49] and BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 [50]. In these works, images of 
the resonant properties of a commercial cavity coaxial resonator (Q1000) based-NFMM operating at 2.6 
GHz in contact with the polished ceramic samples were acquired. Fr images in agreement with X-ray 
diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis revealed the distribution of different 
phases; and therefore different permittivity across the samples.  
 
 
Quantitative characterization of bulk dielectrics using NFMM is possible through calibration of 
the microwave probe using samples with known properties or through the use of cavity perturbation 
theory and analytical models of the electric field distribution around the tip and sample. In [51], a stripline 
resonator-based probe terminated in an etched stainless steel tip with diameter of 2 m and resonating at 1 
 
Figure 2-5 Microstrip line resonator probe (left) and NFMM image of a hard drive disk showing regions 
with higher permeability (darker regions) (right) from [47] © 1999. 
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GHz was used for non-contact imaging of the dielectric constant of different smooth bulk samples (3.6 < 
’r < 11.8). The extraction of the dielectric constant was carried out by calibrating the NFMM using 
known samples. Calibration was also used in [52], for relating the measured shift in Fr of a coaxial 
transmission line resonator-based probe (9.08 GHz) to dielectric constant for a LaAlO3 sample. A 
theoretical approach based on cavity perturbation theory and the method of images was proposed in [7], 
for measuring the dielectric constant of a wide variety of bulk insulating samples (YSZ, LaGaO3, 
CaNdAlO4, TiO2, BaTiO3, YAlO3, SrLaAlO4, LaAlO3, MgO and LiNbO3) using the cavity coaxial 
resonator-based NFMM that operates at 1 GHz shown in Figure 2-6. The unloaded quality factor is 1700. 
The method of images was used for determining the electric field distribution around the tip and the 
insulating sample for in-contact and non-contact operation. The cavity perturbation method relates the 
electric field distribution around the tip and sample with the measured shift in the resonant properties of 
the resonator. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-6 Cavity coaxial resonator-based NFMM from [7] © 1998. 
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Characterization of semiconductors has been mostly conducted in contact mode using a 
broadband commercial AFM-based NFMM (1-20 GHz) able to simultaneously image surface topography, 
and amplitude and phase of S11 [53]. From measured S11 at different bias conditions and by calibrating the 
NFMM using specially designed calibration standards, sample parameters such as doping concentration 
and capacitance can be obtained [30, 54-56]. Limitations of the commercial AFM-based NFMM are that 
it operates in contact mode and that its use for the study of photovoltaics may be limited since the samples 
are illuminated by the laser-beam bounce system found in the height control system. In order to 
circumvent these limitations, a coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM operating at 2.3 GHz in 
conjunction with a commercial quartz tuning fork-based height control system has been presented in [33]. 
This NFMM system allowed the simultaneous imaging of topography, S11 amplitude and DC current of a 
Cu (In, Ga) Se2 sample under dark and illumination conditions.   
NFMM has been extensively used for characterization of conductive [9-11, 16], dielectric [12-14, 
44, 57], ferroelectric [15, 18, 19, 58] and anti-ferromagnetic [59] thin films. Quantitative measurement of 
low-k thin films with permittivity ranging between 2 and 3.5 has been carried out using a /2 parallel strip 
resonator terminated in a tip size of 3 m [12]. The measured changes in Fr were correlated with the 
permittivity through calibration using only two standard samples (a metal and air). This was possible 
because they found that at certain tip-sample distance, the relation between Fr and = (k-1)/(k+1) 
becomes linear. Limitation of this approach is that the measurements can be done only at certain tip-
sample distance, which is not necessarily the best one to achieve good sensitivity or resolution. 
Quantitative characterization of conductive thin films has consisted of the measurement of the reflection 
coefficient and resonant properties of the probe as a function of the sheet resistance of thin films with 
different conductivities [9] or variable-thickness thin films [16]. Imaging of sheet resistance of an 
YBa2Cu3O7- thin film on a sapphire wafer was carried out by monitoring the unloaded Q of the coaxial 
transmission line-based resonator shown in Figure 2-7 (left). In order to correlate the measured Q to sheet 
resistance, the microscope was calibrated using aluminum thin films with different thickness as presented 
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in Figure 2-7 (right). A dielectric resonator-based NFMM (Q=11840) has also been used to differentiate 
aluminum thin films with different thickness through S11 versus frequency measurements; however, 
imaging of sheet resistance or resistivity was not presented. Quantitative measurement of permittivity of 
ferroelectric thin films such as BaSrTiO3, BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 and BiFeO3 thin films is reported in [19], [60]. 
Permittivity and tunability images of 370 nm thick Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 (BST) thin films obtained with an 
NFMM operating in contact with the sample is presented in [15]. The NFMM employs the open-ended 
coaxial probe terminated in a sharp tip of 1 m radius. Measured Fr and Q were correlated with the 
permittivity using calibration standards with known properties and resonant perturbation theory. The dc 
voltage required to measure tunability was applied between the probe tip and a grounded La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 
counter electrode deposited beneath the BST film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-7 Coaxial transmission line-based NFMM (left) and Q versus sheet resistance of a variable-
thickness aluminum thin film (right) from [16] © 1998. 
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 Characterization of liquids 
NFMM has been mainly used for characterization of lossy liquids such as NaCl [61, 62]. In [62], 
the resonant properties of a /4 resonant coaxial probe were investigated in non-contact operation for 
water and different NaCl solutions. In order to avoid any contact between the tip and the liquid a 6 m–
thick Mylar layer covered the solution. It was found that the coaxial resonator based-NFMM was able to 
detect variations in NaCl concentration ranging from 0% to 30% in de-ionized water by studying the 
changes in Fr and Q. Capabilities of a coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM to sense NaCl 
concentration in an aqueous solution (0-0.25 mol/l) have been demonstrated in [61]. Compared to the 
previous work, the sensitivity of the NFMM to detect variations in NaCl concentration in an aqueous 
solution is determined through the study of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient at a fixed frequency 
of 2.4 GHz rather than through Q or Fr. Additionally, the measurements were performed under in-situ 
conditions (tip immersed 100 m in the liquid), which required the adjustment of an impedance tuner so 
that the probe is critically coupled to the source when the tip is immersed in the liquid.  
In [63], it was demonstrated that a hybrid STM-NFMM is able to image a graphite sample under 
water for frequencies up to 50 GHz. Although simultaneous mapping of topography and reflection 
coefficient of the probe was demonstrated and resolution in the order of nanometers was confirmed, no 
characterization of liquids was carried out. 
 
2.5.2 Sub-surface Characterization of Solids 
 
NFMM has been successfully used to detect the topography of metallic features coated by a 
conductive layer and insulating layer. Feature identification has been carried out by detecting changes in 
the output signals of NFMM (mag(S11), phase(S11), voltage) as the NFMM scans over a homogenous, 
uniform and known film containing the buried features; any detected change in the output reading 
represents a change in the buried material. In [27], a commercial hybrid AFM-NFMM was used to image 
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buried Al defects in a 120 nm thick Ni film deposited onto a Si substrate. The probe operated in contact 
mode and scanned over the testing sample using several operating frequencies ranging from 1 to 6 GHz in 
order to image features at different depths from 0 nm to 125 nm. Phase images shown in Figure 2-8, 
reveal that the Al patterns are resolved for an operating frequency of 1.878 GHz.  
 
 
Figure 2-8 Testing sample and measured phase of reflection coefficient image at different operating 
frequencies from [27] © 2011. 
 
Gold traces buried in an 800 nm thick SiO2 layer have been imaged before and after 1000 thermal 
cycles also using a commercial AFM-NFMM operating in contact mode at 7 GHz [29]. Two limitations 
of the AFM-based NFMM are that the vertical travel of the probe is dictated by the z-travel of the AFM 
head (which can be only a few micrometers) and the depth of study is limited to only about hundreds of 
nanometers since the probes use cantilevers whose tip size is about 100 nm. Attempts to solve these 
limitations include the use of non-AFM probes with larger tip size. In [28], a coaxial resonator-based 
NFMM operating in non-contact mode at a frequency of 763 MHz is used to image MMIC spiral 
inductors, pads, and traces embedded at 0.8m and 8.6m below the surface using probe tips of radius 10 
m and 50 m. Another approach recently presented to overcome the limited penetration depth is to 
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operate the commercial AFM-NFMM in transmission mode (TM-NFMM) rather than in reflection mode 
[45]. For this purpose, an SMA-type-probe acts as a radiating antenna and an AFM cantilever-type tip 
collects the signal that propagates from the SMA probe through the sample as illustrated in Figure 2-9. 
Images of surface topography and S21 parameters showed that the TM-NFMM is able to distinguish 
different doping levels along the cross section of a bulk silicon substrate. Disadvantages of this approach 
include the limitation of samples to be studied and the complex sample positioning setup. 
 
 
Figure 2-9 Experimental setup of the TM-NFMM and measured topography and S21 parameters images of 
the testing sample (bulk silicon with varying doping profile along the cross-section) from [45] © 2014. 
 
Subsurface dielectric features have also been imaged at 60 GHz using a microstrip line resonator-
based NFMM [64]. The imaged feature is a 200 m wide resin ring pattern buried under 30 m AZ4562 
resin. The microwave probe consisted of a gold microstrip line deposited on an alumina substrate. The 
probe was tapered to 7 m and the scanning was performed at a standoff distance of 5 m. Magnitude and 
phase-shift images of reflection coefficient showed that the probe was able to resolve the buried ring. 
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Imaging of subsurface features immersed in a lossy liquid was presented in [65], where a Split-
Ring Resonator (SRR) resonating at 1.2 GHz with dimensions of 20 mm x 20 mm is excited by a 
rectangular loop. This probe was used for detection of an Aluminum cube (3.2 mm x 3.2 mm x 3.2 mm) 
immersed at different depths (1 mm – 4 mm) in 1% NaCl solution. In this work, it was demonstrated that 
the SRR increased the evanescent fields around the probe, compared to the single rectangular loop, and 
that the increase in the fields improves the sensitivity of the probe to detect the aluminum box. 
Measurements consisted of 1-D scan profiles of phase change of the probe versus Y-distance showing the 
presence of the Aluminum box when it was immersed from 1 mm to 4 mm. 
Before proceeding further with the background review of cavity perturbation theory and the 
modeling of the tip-sample interaction, a summary of the capabilities, advantages and limitations of 
several probes used in the NFMM discussed in this section is summarized in Table 2-3. Six criteria are 
selected for this comparison including vacuum requirements, approximated scan size, materials that can 
be characterized, probe size, depth of study, and Q. The designs with the highest Q are those that use 
cavity and DR-based probes; higher Q improves the sensitivity of the NFMM. The main disadvantage of 
these probes is that they are bulky compared to the other designs which complicates the integration with 
distance following feedback systems. On the contrary, coaxial-transmission line and planar-based probes 
are compact but their Q is not high. STM and AFM-based NFMM designs allow imaging of 
electromagnetic properties with very high resolution since the probe tip size is on the order of 
nanometers. This advantage may turn into a limitation if subsurface sensing at depths larger than a few 
hundreds of nanometers is desired. Additionally, these designs are intended to be used to study samples 
with very smooth surface and particularly for the AFM-based design, the scan area is limited to about 50 
m x 50 m. Finally, important limitations of the STM-based NFMM design are that it requires vacuum 
to achieve the very high resolution images and the samples should be conductive.  
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2.6 Cavity-Perturbation Theory and Modeling of Tip-Sample Interaction 
 
The cavity-perturbation method provides a scheme that allows the correlation between the 
electromagnetic properties of the MUT and the measured shift in the resonant properties of the 
microwave probe of the NFMM. In this section, cavity-perturbation theory and particularly, equations for 
material-perturbation are presented. Study of perturbation of the resonant properties of a cavity under 
changes in its shape, materials that it is made of, and materials in its surroundings can be used for tuning 
the resonant frequency of the cavity and for the study of the electromagnetic properties of dielectrics, 
conductors, superconductors and semiconductors. The cavity perturbation method assumes that the cavity 
Table 2-3. Summary of several NFMM probe design capabilities 
Probe type Vacuum  Scan size Materials Q Depth 
of study 
Probe 
Size 
Coaxial transmission 
line 
No mm x mm Smooth and rough 
conductive, dielectric, 
semiconductor (solids and 
liquids) 
500 nm-m nm-m 
DR-based No mm x mm Smooth and rough 
conductive, dielectric, 
semiconductor (solids and 
liquids) 
10000 nm-m nm-m 
Cavity-coaxial No mm x mm Smooth and rough 
conductive, dielectric, 
semiconductor (solids and 
liquids) 
1500 nm-m nm-m 
Planar  
(microstrip, stripline) 
No mm x mm Smooth and rough 
conductive, dielectric, 
semiconductor (solids and 
liquids) 
200 nm-m nm-m 
STM-based Yes m x m  Smooth conductor (solids) 500 nm nm 
AFM-based No m x m Smooth-conductive, 
dielectric, semiconductor 
(solids)  
- nm nm 
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has perfect conductivity and that the fields in the cavity before and after the perturbation are not 
significantly different; in other words, the perturbation must be small. There are three types of cavity 
perturbations: cavity-shape perturbation, material-perturbation, and wall-impedance perturbation [35]. 
Although cavity-shape perturbation and wall-impedance perturbation can be used for tuning resonance 
frequency of the cavity and for surface resistance measurement, respectively, in this section, only 
material-perturbation will be discussed. Material perturbation is widely used for the study of 
electromagnetic properties of materials and is divided into two cases, whole medium perturbation and 
small-object perturbation. Whole medium perturbation is typically used for characterization of gases and 
can be achieved by replacing the material in the region enclosed by the cavity by a different one. This 
change affects the resonant properties of the cavity and the amount of change can be related to the 
electromagnetic properties of the new medium. Small-object perturbation assumes that the sample 
introduced in the cavity is small so that only the electromagnetic properties of the space occupied by the 
sample are altered but the electromagnetic fields and the storage energy in the cavity do not change after 
the introduction of the sample.  
The basic equation for material perturbation in (18) assumes that at the boundary of the cavity, 
the electric fields before and after perturbation satisfy (16) and (17) [35] 
 
𝑛 × 𝐸1
∗⃗⃗⃗⃗ = 0 (16) 
𝑛 × 𝐸2⃗⃗⃗⃗ = 0 (17) 
 
∆𝜔
𝜔1
=
𝜔2−𝜔1
𝜔1
= −
∫ [(𝐸1
∗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∙ 𝐸2⃗⃗⃗⃗ )(𝜀2 − 𝜀1) + (𝐻1
∗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ∙ 𝐻2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  )(𝜇2 − 𝜇1)] 𝑑𝑣
 
𝑉𝑐
∫ [(𝐻1
∗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ∙ 𝐻2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  )𝜇1 + (𝐸1
∗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∙ 𝐸2⃗⃗⃗⃗ )𝜀1] 𝑑𝑣
 
𝑉𝑐
 
 
(18) 
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where, 𝐸1
∗⃗⃗⃗⃗ , 𝐻1
∗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , 𝜀1 , 𝜇1 , and 𝜔1 are the electric field, magnetic field, permittivity, permeability of the 
medium and angular resonant frequency of the unperturbed cavity, respectively. 𝐸2⃗⃗⃗⃗ ,𝐻2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , 𝜀2, 𝜇2 and 𝑤𝜔2 
are the electric field, magnetic field, permittivity, permeability of the medium, and angular resonant 
frequency of the perturbed cavity, respectively. 𝑉𝑐 is the region enclosed by the cavity.  
For small-object perturbation (𝐸1⃗⃗⃗⃗ ≈ 𝐸2⃗⃗⃗⃗ ), (18) can be further expressed as 
 
∆𝜔
𝜔1
=
𝜔2−𝜔1
𝜔1
= −
∫ [|𝐸1⃗⃗⃗⃗ |
2
(𝜀2 − 𝜀1) + |𝐻1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |
2
(𝜇2 − 𝜇1)] 𝑑𝑣
 
𝑉𝑐
∫ [|𝐻1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ |
2
𝜇1 + |𝐸1⃗⃗⃗⃗ |
2
𝜀1] 𝑑𝑣
 
𝑉𝑐
 
 
(19) 
 
The denominator of the right side of (19) represents the stored electric and magnetic energy in the 
cavity, which remains constant (𝛼) after the introduction of the sample as discussed previously. Thus, 
(19) can be further approximated by 
 
∆𝜔
𝜔1
=
𝜔2−𝜔1
𝜔1
= −
∫ [|𝐸1⃗⃗⃗⃗ |
2
(𝜀2 − 𝜀1) + |𝐻1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |
2
(𝜇2 − 𝜇1)] 𝑑𝑣
 
𝑉𝑐
𝛼
 
(20) 
 
 
From (19), an increase in the permittivity and/or permeability due to the introduction of the 
sample will result in a reduction of the resonant frequency of the cavity. 
Analytical solutions for the electric field distribution in (19) for the tip interacting in soft contact 
with a thick insulating sample of permittivity 𝜀2 have been found through method of images [7]. Two 
assumptions are made; the first one is that the tip can be represented by a conductive sphere of radius 𝑅0, 
which is supported by the fact that this region of the tip concentrates the majority of the fields. The sphere 
has a potential 𝑉0. The second approximation is that a quasi-static analysis can be conducted since the 
evanescent fields are confined in a region that is much smaller than the wavelength at the operating 
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frequency; therefore the propagating nature of the wave can be safely ignored. The electric field in the 
sample found through method of images and expressed as the superposition of the contribution of point 
charges is [7] 
 
𝐸1⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
𝑞
2𝜋(𝜀0 + 𝜀)
∑
1
𝑛
𝑏𝑛−1
𝑟𝑒𝑟⃗⃗  ⃗ + (𝑧 + 𝑅0/𝑛)𝑒𝑧⃗⃗  ⃗
[𝑟2 + (𝑧 + 𝑅0/𝑛)2]3/2
∞
𝑛=1
 
(21) 
 
where 𝑏 =
𝜀2−𝜀1
𝜀2+𝜀1
, 𝑞 = 4𝜋𝜀1𝑅0𝑉0, 𝑒𝑟⃗⃗  ⃗ and 𝑒𝑧⃗⃗  ⃗ are the unit vectors along the direction of the cylindrical 
coordinates 𝑟 and z, respectively. Inserting (21) into (20), the shift in the measured resonant properties ∆𝑓 
and ∆Q can be related to the electromagnetic properties of the sample [7] 
 
∆𝑓
𝑓1
= 𝐴 (
ln(1 − 𝑏)
𝑏
+ 1) 
(22) 
∆ (
1
Q
) = −(𝐵 + tan 𝛿)
∆𝑓
𝑓1
 
(23) 
 
where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants that depend on the tip and resonator and can be determined by calibrating the 
NFMM using a sample with known permittivity such as MgO or LaALO3. Equations similar to (22) and 
(23) have been presented in [17] for the quantitative characterization of dielectric films in contact and at a 
height h from the conductive sphere. The method of images can also be used to determine analytical 
expressions for the electromagnetic fields inside and at the surface of a conductive sample placed at a 
distance h from the conductive sphere [41]. Integration of the electromagnetic field expressions into the 
cavity perturbation equations allows the extraction of the surface resistance of the conductive sample.  
In addition to the method of images, lumped-element circuit modeling of the resonator and tip-
sample interaction have also been proposed as a framework to correlate the measured shift in the resonant 
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properties of the microwave probe to the sheet resistance of conductive samples. In [41], a coaxial 
transmission line resonator-based probe is modeled as a parallel RLC resonator with resistance R0, 
capacitance C0 and inductance L0. The coupling between the probe tip and the conductive sample is 
modeled by the capacitance Cx and the losses of the sample are represented by Rx. The capacitor Cx is 
connected in series with Rx as illustrated in Figure 2-10. 
 
 
 
Values for R0, C0 and L0 depend on the resonator design and the Cx can be found through the method of 
images, assuming the tip as a conductive sphere of radius R0 placed at a height h from the infinite 
plane. Cx  is be expressed as [66] 
 
Cx = 4𝜋𝜀0𝑅0 sinh𝛼 ∑
1
sinh(𝑛𝛼)
∞
𝑛=1
 
(24) 
 
where 𝛼 = cosh−1 (1 +
ℎ
𝑅0
) . Using Taylor series expansion and using the approximations, Cx can be 
reduced to [41] 
 
Cx = 4𝜋𝜀0𝑅0 [
1
𝛼
ln (
0.693
2
+
ℎ
2R0
)] sinh𝛼 
(25) 
           
Rx
+
-
Ro LoCo
Cx
 
Figure 2-10 Lumped-element circuit model of a parallel RLC resonator interacting with a conductive 
sample through Cx. 
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From (25), it can be clearly seen that the capacitance Cx increases with Ro and degrades if the 
sample moves away from the tip. Since Cx is the responsible for the tip-sample interaction, a greater Cx 
implies better sensitivity of the resonant probe to detect small variations in Rx. The relationship between 
the measured shift in the resonant frequencies and the circuit parameters Cx and Rx is defined under the 
limit ωCxRx ≪ 1 as [41] 
 
∆𝑓
𝑓1
≅ −
Cx
2C0
 
(26) 
Q2
Q1
≅ 1 − 𝑅0𝜔
2Cx
2Rx 
(27) 
 
The presented analytical equations and lumped-element circuit models of the tip-sample 
interaction along with cavity perturbation theory not only allow the extraction of the electromagnetic 
properties of the MUT but also contribute to the understanding of the functioning of the NFMM. 
However, these methods and equations rely on approximated and simplified models of the probe and 
sample. Models involving more complex tip-sample interactions are extremely challenging and time 
consuming, and require the use of numerical techniques and software such as Ansys Maxwell or Comsol 
Multiphysics.  
 
2.7 Resonant Properties and Coupling of a Resonant Probe 
 
The resonant properties Fr and Q are important figures of merit that describe a resonant probe 
(referred to as resonator in this section). Fr describes the frequency at which the electric and magnetic 
energy stored in the resonator are equal. Q, also denoted as Qu (unloaded Q), establishes the relationship 
between the energy stored 𝑊 to the average power dissipated in the resonator 𝑃𝐿 [35]. 
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Q = 
𝜔𝑊
𝑃𝐿
=
𝜔𝑊
𝑃𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐
 
(28) 
 
where 𝑃𝐿 includes dielectric (𝑃𝑑) and conductor (𝑃𝑐) losses. Near resonance, a resonator can be modeled 
through series and parallel one-port RLC circuits. As an example, lumped element circuit model of a 
parallel RCL resonator is illustrated in Figure 2-11 (a). These models although simple are very useful for 
the understanding of the resonator operation near resonance. Frequency response of a parallel RLC circuit 
is shown in Figure 2-11 (b). 
 
 
 
At resonance, the input impedance is real and corresponds to R and 1/R for series and parallel 
resonator, respectively. Furthermore, Fr and Q also can be expressed in terms of RLC components as  
 
Table 2-4. Zin, Fr and Q for series and parallel resonator topologies 
Resonator topology Zin Fr Q 
Series R 1
2π√LC
 
1
𝜔0RC
 
Parallel 1/R 1
2π√LC
 
𝜔0RC 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2-11 (a) Lumped-element circuit model and (b) frequency response of a one-port parallel RLC 
resonator. 
fo
R
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Regardless of the resonator topology, Q can also be expressed in terms of the half-power 
bandwidth (BW) as 
 
𝑄 =
1
𝐵𝑊
=
𝑓0
𝑓2 − 𝑓1
 
(29) 
 
This Q-BW relationship is very useful to visualize that a high resonator Q will have a narrow 
bandwidth and therefore higher selectivity. When the resonator is coupled a source, the resonator is not 
isolated anymore and the quality factor that describes the dissipation in the external circuit is the external 
quality factor Qe whereas the loaded resonator is described by the loaded quality factor QL. Q, QL and Qe 
are related through [67] 
 
1
QL
=
1
Qe
+
1
Q
 
(30) 
 
The coupling between the resonator and the source is described by the coupling coefficient , 
which equals the ratio between Q and Qe. This relationship applies to both series and parallel RLC 
resonators [67].  
 
𝛽 =
Q
Qe
 
(31) 
 
Three different coupling cases can be determined from . For =1, the resonator is critically 
coupled to the source and the energy dissipation in the external source equals that in the resonator.  For 
>1, the resonator is over-coupled to source and more energy is dissipated in the external source than in 
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the resonator. For <1, the resonator is under-coupled to the source and more energy is dissipated in the 
resonator than in the external source. The difference between these three cases can be visualized through 
the simulation of a parallel resonator coupled to the source through a series capacitor Cc. The Smith chart 
in Figure 2-12 shows the S11 parameters of a parallel RLC resonator for different values of Cc (0.07 pF, 
0.16 pF and 0.3 pF). For critical coupling the input impedance is Zin= Zo, whereas for over-coupling Zin= 
6.4*Zo and for under-coupling Zin= 0.3 Zo. It is worth noting that although the resonator has a parallel 
RLC topology, the response is that of a series RLC resonator due to the inverting effect of the Cc 
capacitor [67]. 
 
 
 
In this work Fr and Q are determined from the measured S-parameters as explained in the next 
sections. Other techniques employed to determine Q and the comparison between the accuracy of the 
techniques can be found in [68].  
 
Figure 2-12 Effect of Cc on the coupling of a parallel RLC resonator to a source. 
Over-coupled
Cc=0.3 pF
Critically-coupled
Cc=0.16 pF
Under-coupled
Cc=0.07 pF
R=6.4*Zo R=Zo R=0.3*Zo
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2.7.1 One-Port Resonator 
 
Measured S-parameters are converted to input impedance in order to calculate Q. From |Zin| 
versus frequency data, f2 and f1 are determined at the points where |Zin|= 0.707R, where R is the lumped 
resistance of a parallel resonator as illustrated in Figure 2-13. In this work, the resonator is critically 
coupled to the source; therefore =1, Qe=Q, and QL=Q/2. Once, f2 and f1 are known, (28) is used to 
calculate Q. 
 
 
2.7.2 Two-Port Resonator 
 
For a two-port parallel RLC resonator, the Q factor is also calculated using the measured S-
parameters. A typical resonant curve of a two-port parallel RLC resonator is shown in Figure 2-. From 
this figure parameters necessary to calculate Q, QL and Qe such as f1, f2, f3 and f4 can be obtained. 
Equations that relate these frequencies to the quality factors are [69]  
 
Q =
𝑓0
𝑓3 − 𝑓2
 
(32) 
 
Figure 2-13 Magnitude of input impedance versus frequency for a 1-port RLC parallel resonator coupled to 
a source through a capacitor Cc=0.16 pF. 
0.707R
fo
f1 f2
Z=Zo
+
-
R LC
Cc
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QL =
𝑓0
𝑓4 − 𝑓1
 
(33) 
 
The parameter x in Figure 2-14 is found through [70] 
 
𝑥 (𝑑𝐵) = 3 − 10 log(1 + 10−0.1𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑠) (34) 
 
 
Qe can be obtained using Q, QL and (30). 
 
2.8 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, a review on the main components of NFMM and its operation, evanescent waves, 
cavity perturbation theory, and the expressions for the fields and lumped-element models describing the 
tip-sample interaction is presented.  It has been demonstrated that NFMM is a powerful technique that can 
be used to study smooth bulk materials, lossy liquids, and thin films with sub-wavelength resolution. A 
 
Figure 2-14 Insertion loss versus frequency for a 2-port RLC parallel resonator. 
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comparison between several microwave probe designs showed the advantages and limitations of each 
design regarding materials that can be studied, spatial resolution, and vacuum requirements. In the next 
chapters, two different NFMM designs that use a DR-based microwave probe and a coaxial transmission 
line-based probe will be presented and used for the measurement of electromagnetic properties of non-
conventional materials and structures such as additive manufactured inks and resistors, and flexible 
ceramic composites.    
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CHAPTER 3 : DIELECTRIC RESONATOR-BASED MICROWAVE MICROSCOPE 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The sensitivity of an NFMM means the ability of the probe to detect small variations in the 
electromagnetic properties of the MUT, which can be maximized by improving the Q of the resonator 
used as a probe [71]. Examples of high Q resonators that can be used as probes in a NFMM are cavities 
and dielectric resonators (DR). DR offer advantages over cavities such as low cost, small size and light 
weight [35]. One of the first DR-based NFMM designs was presented by Kim et al. in 2003 [72]. The 
microwave probe resonating at 4.5 GHz consisted of a DR enclosed in a cylindrical cavity as illustrated in 
Figure 3-1. This design showed good sensitivity to Al thin films of thicknesses ranging from 5 nm to 15 
nm deposited on a glass substrate. The main drawback of this design is that is does not use any tip-sample 
distance control system. Similar DR-based NFMM designs were presented by Kim et al. in 2003 and 
2005 [34, 73]. The improvement in the NFMM design was that a quartz tuning fork-based distance 
control system was attached to the microwave probe so that simultaneously topography and NFMM 
images of patterned copper films on a silicon substrate were obtained. In the mentioned works, modeling 
of the probe and sample is not discussed.  
In this chapter, the design, modeling, fabrication and testing of a DR-based microwave probe 
operating at 5.72 GHz is presented. The resonant probe consists of a DR coupled to a commercially 
available gold coated tip through a non-resonant microstrip line. Advantages of this design are that the 
probe exhibits high Q (Q=986) and the probe tips can be easily exchanged. The DR-based probe is 
simulated using a combination of circuit simulation and electromagnetic simulation. Circuit simulation is 
used for simulating the lumped-element circuit model of the microwave probe and HFSS is used for the 
simulation of the tip-sample interaction. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that a 
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lumped-element circuit model of a DR-based microwave probe is presented. Lumped-element circuit 
models of microwave probes are of significant importance in NFMM because they contribute with the 
understanding of the behavior of the microscope in presence or absence of the MUT. For instance, 
influence of design parameters such as coupling of the resonant probe to the source and Q of the probe on 
the microscope response can be initially investigated and optimized without requiring time consuming 
electromagnetic simulations. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1 DR-based NFMM. (a) Microwave probe. (b) Experimental setup from [72]  (2003). 
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Additionally, a novel height control mechanism which detects the contact point between the 
probe tip and metallic samples is discussed. This mechanism allows the NFMM to scan over a metallic 
sample at a constant height reducing the surface topography artifacts from NFMM measurements. 
Advantages of this mechanism are that it is simple and low cost since no additional distance sensors are 
required.  
 
3.2 Experimental Setup 
 
An illustration of the DR-based NFMM experimental setup is shown in. It consists of an 8753 
vector network analyzer (VNA) which is used as a microwave source and detection system, a dielectric 
resonator (DR) -based microwave probe and a scanning system. The scanning system employs a 
combination of xyz PI M112-1DG micro-translations stages and a PI P-611 z piezo-stage for coarse and 
fine displacement. The unidirectional repeatability of the PI M112-1DG is 100 nm and the closed loop 
resolution of the PI P-611 stage is 2 nm. During a scan, the microwave probe is kept fixed while the 
MUT, sitting on the positioning system, moves under the probe tip at a tip-sample distance d following a 
rectangular grid pattern. For positioning controlling, each M112-1DG stage is connected to a PI 863 
Mercury controller and the PI P-611 stage is connected to a PI E-610 servo controller. All the controllers 
are computer-controlled using a set of programs created in LabVIEW 2010. The microwave probe and the 
scanning system are mounted on top of a table supported by an active isolation frame in order maximize 
vibration isolation. A photograph of the DR-based microwave probe, the scanning system and the MUT is 
shown in Figure 3-2(b).   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3-2 (a) Illustration of the DR-based microwave microscope. (b) Photograph of the DR-based 
microwave probe, positioning system and MUT. 
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3.3 Dielectric Resonator-Based Probe Design 
 
The microwave probe is comprised of a resonant circuit coupled to a conductive sharp tip as 
shown in Figure 3-3(a). The resonant circuit consists of a dielectric resonator mounted on a RO4350B 
substrate and magnetically coupled to a 50  microstrip line. The diameter, height, dielectric constant and 
unloaded quality factor of the DR are 10.10 mm, 4.04 mm, 37±0.2 and 8690 (Dielectric Materials-Part 
Number D101), respectively. The DR is operated in the TE10 mode with resonance frequency of 5.73 
GHz, which represents the mode with the lowest resonance frequency. Characteristic electromagnetic 
fields of the TE10 mode are obtained from electromagnetic simulation of the microwave probe in the 
Ansys High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) and are shown in Figure 3-3(b). To increase the 
coupling between the DR and the microstrip line, a dielectric spacer with thickness of 0.5 mm, radius of 2 
mm, and dielectric constant of 11.5 ±0.5 is placed under the DR. The sharp tip used is a commercially 
available gold-coated tungsten tip with radius of 25 µm (Micromanipulator- model number 7G-25) that is 
attached to a microstrip line 3d/4 long. In order to prevent radiation, degradation of the resonator quality 
factor and interference of the electromagnetic waves from outside, the substrate is enclosed in a 
rectangular cavity. The length, width and height of the cavity are 50 mm, 45 mm and 22 mm, 
respectively. The tungsten tip protrudes beyond one of the walls of the cavity through a hole with 
diameter of 5 mm.   
A lumped-element circuit model of the probe in the vicinity of resonance is presented in Figure 
3-4. In the symmetry xx’ plane, the DR is modeled by a parallel RLC circuit with parameters R1, L1, and 
C1, which depend on the DR characteristics, surroundings, and the distance between the resonator and the 
microstrip lines [37]. The magnetic coupling between the DR and the microstrip lines is modeled by the 
transformers with turns T1 and T2. The parameters Rt, Lt and Ct model the tungsten tip. The coupling 
between the tip and the sample is represented by Cc. Insulating and semiconductor samples are modeled 
by Rs and Cs (see Figure 3-4(a)), whereas metallic samples are modeled by Rs and Ls (see Figure 3-4(b)) 
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[39, 51]. The capacitance Cc has been approximated to the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor in [71], 
where the tip is considered flat and the tip-sample distance is assumed to be significantly smaller than the 
tip size. A more general approach for calculating this capacitance was discussed in section 2.6. Lumped-
element circuit models of resonant microwave probes based on stripline resonators and coaxial resonators 
have been discussed in [6, 37, 74, 75]. 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 3-3 (a) Schematic of the dielectric resonator (DR)-based near-field scanning microwave probe. 
The inset shows the tip geometry, (b) Electric (left) and Magnetic (right) Field distributions for the 
TE01δ  mode in the equatorial and meridian plane simulated in HFSS, respectively. 
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(b) 
Figure 3-4 Lumped-element circuit model of the DR-based microwave probe and (a) insulating sample 
(b) metallic sample. 
 
The equivalent values for R1, C1, L1, T1 and T2 are determined using [69, 76] 
 
R1 = 2𝛽𝑐Z0 (35) 
 
C1 =
Q
2𝜋𝑓0R1
 
(36) 
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L1 =
𝑅1
2𝜋𝑓0Q
 
(37) 
 
T1 = T2 = √
2𝛽𝑐𝑍0
R1
 
(38) 
 
where c =16.22 and Q =2608 are found using (30), (31) and (32) and the measured S21 parameters of the 
DR-based microwave circuit without attaching the probe tip to the microstrip line. Values for Lt, Rt and Ct 
are determined by matching the measured S21 parameters of the DR-based microwave circuit (including 
the probe tip) to the models in Figure 3-4. Table 3-1 summarizes the equivalent lumped circuit parameters 
of the DR-based microwave probe. 
 
Table 3-1. Equivalent lumped circuit parameters of the DR-based microwave probe 
 R1 () L1 (nH) C1 (pF) T1 and T2 Lt (nH) Rt () Ct (pF) 
Value 1600 0.017015 45.33 0.99 and 0.99 0.1 0.3 0.2 
 
To gain a better understanding of the influence of the Q of the resonator and the coupling 
capacitance Cc on the sensitivity of the probe, circuit simulation of the circuit shown in Figure 3-4(a) is 
conducted in Keysight Technologies Advanced Design System (ADS). For clarification, sensitivity of a 
near-field resonant probe refers to the ability of the probe to detect small variations in the electromagnetic 
properties of the MUT (Cs (’r) and Rs (’’r)). To study the influence of Cc on the sensitivity of the DR-
based NFMM, Cc is varied between 50 fF to 200 fF for different Cs values (50 fF <Cs< 200 fF). From S21 
plots in Figure 3-5(a), it is clear that the probe is sensitive to variations in Cs and that for a fixed Cc, Fr and 
Q decrease as Cs increases, and this change is more evident for higher Cc values. This result indicates that 
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the sensitivity of the probe can be enhanced by increasing Cc, which can be accomplished through a 
reduction of the tip-sample distance or/and an increase in the tip size.  
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 3-5 (a) Schematic of the tip-insulating sample interaction. |S21| parameter plots for different Cs 
values and (b) Cc=50 fF, (c) Cc= 100 fF and (d) Cc=200 fF. 
 
The influence of Q of the DR on the sensitivity of the NFMM to detect small variations in Rs is 
studied by varying R1, and therefore Q, for different Rs values (0.16  <Rs< 1.06 ). Figure 3-6 (a) 
shows the lumped element circuit of a metallic sample where Ls=0 nH since the sample is considered to 
be non-magnetic. Figure (b) and Figure (c) show the S21 parameter of the probe for Cc= 200 fF, R1= 100 
 (Q=116) and R1=2000  (Q=1909), respectively. It can be observed that the sensitivity of the DR-
based probe to detect small variations in Rs (Rs= 1.06 -0.69 = 0.37 ) increases as Q increases. The 
importance of using high Q resonators in NFMM for enhancing its sensitivity has been reported in [71].  
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The microwave probe and MUT can also be effectively modeled using a combination of circuit 
and numerical electromagnetic simulation (referred to as co-simulation) in order to reduce the simulation 
time and computational resources required to model parts of the probe and sample that have different 
length scales and complexity. Circuit simulation using ADS is used to simulate the cavity, microstrip 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3-6 (a) Schematic of the tip-metallic sample interaction. |S21| parameter plots for different Rs 
values and (b) R1=100  (Q=116), (c) R1= 2000  (Q=1909). 
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lines, DR, and a section of the probe tip whereas the HFSS is used to simulate the interaction between the 
probe tip and sample as shown in Figure 3-7. The advantage of using HFSS to model the tip-sample 
interaction over the lumped-element circuit model in Figure 3-4 is that knowledge of the relationship 
between the electromagnetic properties of the sample, and Rs, Ls and Cs parameters is not required. The 
S1P block in Figure 3-7 contains the imported Touchstone S-parameter file from the HFSS simulation. 
The schematic of the tip and sample used in HFSS is shown in the inset of Figure 3-7; de-embedding of 
the length Lp is carried out in HFSS in order to move the reference plane to the end of the cavity. 
 
RtLt
Ct
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L1
MLEF MLIN
MLIN MLIN
TERM1 TERM2
C1
T1
T2
Imported Touchtone 
parameters from HFSS
1 Ref
Circuit simulation (ADS)
S1P
HFSS simulation
MUT
HFSS schematic
De-embedding
Reference 
plane
Z=50 Ohm Z=50 Ohm
Lp
 
Figure 3-7 Schematic of the co-simulation of the microwave probe. The circuit combines circuit 
components such as coaxial lines and a capacitor along with the full-wave simulation of the tip-fork-
sample interaction. 
 
The co-simulated and measured frequency response of the microwave probe for the MUT being 
air is shown in the |S21| parameter plot in Figure 3-8. It can be seen that measured and simulated Fr are 
5.726 GHz and 5.723 GHz, respectively. The measured and simulated Q factor are calculated using (32) 
and (34) and are found to be Q =982 and Q =1144, respectively. Frequency response obtained with the 
model shown in Figure 3-4 is in good agreement with measurements. 
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Figure 3-8 Simulated and measured S21 vs. frequency of the DR-based microwave probe. 
 
3.4 Distance-Following Feedback System 
 
The DR-based NFMM employs a simple and low-cost distance-following feedback mechanism 
that does not require distance sensors to be attached to the probe and can be used when studying metallic 
samples. This mechanism monitors the frequency shift that occurs at the contact point between the tip and 
the conductive sample. Circuit simulations of the lumped-element circuit model shown in Figure 3-4 (b) 
when the tip is in contact (Cc= 0 fF), and when it is far from the conductive sample (Cc= 0.2 pF) are carried 
out using ADS.  
Figure 3-9 shows the modeled and measured S21 parameter of the microwave probe for d = 0 m 
and d = 10 mm. It can be seen that at the contact point with the metal, the resonance frequency shifts 
upwards by about 18.4 MHz compared to the position far from the sample. Thus, this mechanism allows 
imaging of the conductivity and topography simultaneously; the contact point is first established by 
monitoring the resonance frequency. After detecting the soft contact, the sample can be lowered and the 
resonant properties of the probe and z position are recorded.  
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Figure 3-9 Measured and simulated S21 parameters of the DR-based probe when the tip is far from and in 
contact with a conductive sample.  
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has presented the design of a DR-based NFMM operating at 5.72 GHz. The NFMM 
employs a DR-based microwave probe that exhibits high Q (Q=986). The microwave probe has been 
simulated using a combination of circuit and electromagnetic simulation, and simulation results show 
good agreement with measurements. This is the first time that lumped-element circuit model of a DR-
based probe is presented, and it was used to gain a better understanding of the influence of microwave 
probe parameters such as Q and coupling capacitance between the probe tip to the sample. It was found 
that the sensitivity of the DR-based probe improves by increasing Q and the coupling capacitance 
between the probe and the sample. This capacitance can be increased by increasing the tip apex size and 
reducing the tip-sample distance. In addition, a novel and low-cost tip-sample distance control mechanism 
that allows the NFMM to perform a xy scan at a constant height from the metallic sample’s surface is also 
described.  
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CHAPTER 4 : COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE RESONATOR-BASED MICROWAVE 
MICROSCOPE 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents the design, simulation and testing of a coaxial transmission line resonator-
based NFMM that operates in non-contact mode. The experimental setup of this microscope is similar to 
that presented in Chapter 3 with the exception of the microwave probe and the distance-following 
feedback system employed. The microwave probe uses a half-wavelength coaxial transmission line 
resonator terminated in a parylene C-coated tungsten tip. The main advantage of this probe design over 
the DR-based probe is that it can be integrated with a quartz tuning fork-based height control system that 
enables non-contact operation and the extraction of material properties from surface topography artifacts. 
The influence of the contact between the probe tip and the quartz tuning fork on both the quartz tuning 
fork’s operation and microwave probe response is discussed in this chapter. Finally, the electrochemical 
etching process and conditions employed to shape the tungsten tip used in the microwave probe are 
presented. 
 
4.2 Experimental Setup 
 
An illustration and photograph of the experimental setup using a coaxial-based microwave probe 
are presented in Figure 4-1(a) and (b), respectively. The microwave source and detection system is an 
8753 vector network analyzer (VNA) and the positioning system is the same shown in Section 3.2. The 
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manual A-RH Line Tool micropositioner is used to adjust the coupling gap between the coaxial resonator 
and the feed line in order to achieve critical coupling between the resonant probe and the VNA.  
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-1 (a) Illustration of the coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM experimental setup. (b) 
Photograph of the coaxial resonator probe, feed line and the micropositioner. The inset shows the probe 
tip in contact with the quartz tuning fork. 
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4.3 Coaxial Transmission Line Resonator-Based Probe Design and Distance Following Feedback 
System 
 
The resonant microwave probe is a half-wavelength coaxial transmission line resonator operating 
at 5 GHz that is critically coupled to the VNA through an adjustable gap and a feed line as shown in 
Figure 4-2. The resonator and feed line are fabricated using semi rigid coaxial cable. From the inset, it can 
be seen that a short section of the copper inner conductor of the resonator is removed and replaced with a 
stainless steel tube with length Ls= 3 mm, in which a tungsten wire with length of 4.5 mm and radius of 
100 m is inserted. The end of the wire is sharpened down to a few microns using electrochemical 
etching prior to inserting it in the stainless steel tube. The electrochemical etching process and conditions 
are described in Section 4.4. The copper inner conductor and the stainless steel tube are glued together 
using H20E silver epoxy. During scanning, the probe tip remains fixed while the sample is positioned 
using a system that employs a combination of PI M112-1DG xyz micro-translations stages and a PI P-611 
z piezo-stage for coarse and fine displacement, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 4-2 Schematic of the coaxial-based probe. The inset shows a close-up view of the probe tip and the 
quartz tuning fork used as a distance sensor in the distance following feedback system.  
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The distance-following feedback system employs a commercially available Mad City Labs 
medium size quartz tuning fork as a distance sensor. This type of sensor is frequently used in scanning 
microscopes because of its mechanical stability, high quality factor, high stiffness and ability to operate 
without illumination. A quartz tuning fork can be driven either mechanically by shaking the fork at its 
mechanical resonance or electrically by applying an AC voltage to its electrodes [77, 78]. When 
electrically driven, the piezoelectric material bends and the amount of mechanical bending is proportional 
to the voltage applied. In this work, the quartz tuning fork is electrically driven by a sinusoidal signal with 
voltage amplitude Vrms of 100 mV which is obtained from the internal function generator of an SR-830 
lock-in amplifier as shown in the experimental setup in Figure 4-3(a). The lock-in amplifier also measures 
the current generated at the terminals of the tuning fork. The parasitic capacitance compensation circuit 
shown in Figure 4-3(b) is used for removing the capacitance created by the fork’s terminals, which is 
typically of the order of a few picofarads and produces an undesired resonance that breaks the symmetry 
of the fork’s resonance as presented in Figure 4-4 [79]. A 10 K potentiometer was adjusted until the 
tuning fork’s resonance response is symmetrical with frequency. The symmetry was achieved for R=1450 
. An I-V converter is used to convert the electrical current generated at the terminals of the fork to 
voltage. 
In order to integrate the distance-following feedback system with the NFMM, the quartz tuning 
fork is placed in contact with the tungsten tip without using glue or epoxy as illustrated in Figure 4-3(a). 
This approach facilitates the replacement of the tip and/or tuning fork in the system [80]. The tungsten tip 
is coated with a 10 m thick layer of parylene-C to avoid an electrical short when in contact with the 
tuning fork electrodes. Parylene-C was deposited using a 2010 PDS Labcoater. The contact between the 
probe tip and tuning fork/holder has significant implications on both the tuning fork resonance response 
and the microwave probe performance. As a result of the contact with the tip, the tuning fork experiences 
degradation in the amplitude of vibration at resonance and a shift of the resonance frequency. The 
degradation of the Q factor of the tuning fork can limit its use as a distance sensor and this fact is usually 
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overlooked in NFMM designs. In the NFMM in [33], a tuning fork Q of ~1,000 is maintained when in 
contact with the probe tip in order for the phased-locked loop of the feedback controller to operate. In 
[81], it is shown that the resonance of a quartz tuning fork in a near-field optical microscope vanishes if 
the fiber optic is glued to the extremities of the tuning fork. Herein, we study the frequency response of 
the quartz tuning fork in contact with the parylene-C coated tungsten tip for different h and L values (see 
Figure 4-3 (a). Figure 4-5 shows that the shift in the resonance peak and the voltage attenuation at 
resonance can be reduced by decreasing h and increasing L. For the rest of this work, h and L are 400 m 
and 1760 m, respectively.  
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-3 (a) Schematic of the distance following feedback system. (b) Parasitic capacitance 
compensation circuit. 
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To verify the functionality of the quartz tuning fork-based distance following feedback system, 
voltage oscillation amplitude of the tip-fork system is measured as a function of the tip-sample distance. 
Figure 4-6 indicates that the voltage remains undisturbed for d > 35 nm but it drops to 50% of its 
unperturbed value for d  16 nm and it gets completely damped at the contact point with the sample 
 
Figure 4-4 Measured output electrical current of the quartz tuning fork vs. frequency with and without a 
parasitic compensation circuit. 
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Figure 4-5 (a) Frequency spectra of the tuning fork for L=1900 m and different values of h distance. (b) 
Frequency spectra of the tuning fork for h=600 m and different values of L distance. For comparison 
purposes, the response for the bare tuning fork (No Tip) is included in the spectra. 
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(alumina). Thus, it is evident that distance control can be achieved by monitoring and controlling the 
voltage at the fork terminals. This approach was tested during a scanning across a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film 
53 m wide and 450 nm thick on an alumina substrate as illustrated in the profile shown in Figure 4-7(a). 
The tip-sample distance was kept constant to an average value of 22 nm by controlling the voltage within 
the range of 70 mV and 110 mV. From the profiles shown in Figure 4-7(b) it can be seen that the NFMM 
measurement is able to resolve the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin film from the substrate and that the NFMM profile 
agrees very well with the profile obtained using a Veeco Dektak 150 surface profilometer whose stylus 
has a radius of 5 m. The percentage difference in the average height and width of the BST layer between 
NFMM and profilometer are 10.5% and 11%, respectively. The reason for the difference is because the 
NFMM tip radius is double that of the stylus which results in a degradation of the NFMM spatial 
resolution. Advantages of using NFMM for topography measurements are that it is non-contact, non-
destructive and images of surface topography can be easily obtained by scanning over a surface. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Output voltage of the quartz tuning fork vs. tip-sample distance. 
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The NFMM system can be effectively modeled using a combination of circuit and numerical 
electromagnetic simulation (referred to as co-simulation) in order to reduce the simulation time and 
computational resources required to model parts of the system that have different length scales and 
complexity. Circuit simulation using Keysight Technologies Advanced Design System (ADS) is used to 
simulate the connector, feed-line and coaxial transmission line resonator whereas Ansys High Frequency 
Structure Simulator (HFSS) is used to simulate the interaction between the probe tip, fork and sample as 
shown in Figure 4-8. The capacitor Cg models the coupling gap between the half-wavelength coaxial 
resonator and the feed line. The S1P block contains the imported Touchstone S-parameter file from the 
HFSS simulation. Typically, a coupling capacitor in series with a parallel RC circuit is used to model the 
tip-insulating sample coupling and material properties [16, 51], but in this case the complexity of the 
tuning fork configuration requires the HFSS finite element analysis. The schematic of the tip, fork and 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-7  (a) Micrograph showing the direction of scan for profile measurement of a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 
trace on alumina substrate. (b) Line profile across the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO using NFMM and a commercial 
profiler (Veeco Dektak 150).   
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sample used in HFSS is shown in the inset of Figure 4-8; de-embedding of the length Ls is carried out in 
HFSS in order to move the reference plane to the end of the open-ended coaxial resonator. 
 
 
 
The coupling of the resonator to the source (VNA) is changed when the tuning fork comes into 
proximity with the probe tip, requiring proper tuning of the coupling gap (see inset in Figure 4) between 
the feed line and resonator. As shown in Figure 4-9(a), the resonant frequency and Q are both reduced as 
the gap between the fork and probe tip (TG) is reduced. This behavior can be explained by the fact that 
capacitance and losses are added to the system by the fork and holder. Figure 4-9(b) shows the measured 
and simulated S11 of the microwave probe when the tip is in physical contact with the tuning fork, which 
is the operating mode of the NFMM, after the coupling gap is adjusted for critical coupling. The 
adjustment of this gap is done by reducing it from 1120 m to 700 m. A phase shifter can also be used 
as a tuning mechanism for a coaxial-based probe as explained in [33]. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Schematic of the co-simulation of the microwave probe. The circuit combines circuit 
components such as coaxial lines and a capacitor along with the full-wave simulation of the tip-fork-
sample interaction. 
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4.4 Electrochemical Etching of the Tungsten Tip 
 
The tungsten wire (Thermoshield -Tungsten 99.95 %) used as a probe tip has a shaft radius of  
100 m which can be sharpened using electrochemical etching [82-84], ion milling [85] or oxidation 
processing [86]. Among these techniques, electrochemical etching is very popular because it is low-cost, 
simple and apex with apex radius as small as 10 nm can be achieved [84] The electrochemical etching 
process is illustrated in Figure 4-10.  
The tungsten wire is immersed in an alkaline solution such as NaOH or KOH and a meniscus 
around the wire is created because of the surface tension of the solution. The electrochemical etching 
starts once the tungsten wire (anode) is connected to the positive terminal of a DC power supply and an 
electrode such as a stainless steel wire (cathode) is connected to the negative terminal, thereby closing the 
circuit. During the etching process, ions responsible for the necking shape of the wire (𝑂𝐻− and 𝑊𝑂4
2−) 
are produced. Low concentration of 𝑂𝐻− ions near the top of the meniscus and the 𝑊𝑂4
2−anodic flow 
present on the lower part of the immersed wire result in higher etching rate at the bottom of the meniscus 
explaining the necking shape [83, 84]. Thus, a sharp tip is created when the etching around the meniscus 
 
Figure 4-9 (a) Simulated S11 parameter vs. frequency for different TG values. (b) Measured and simulated 
S11 parameter vs. frequency for the tip in contact with the quartz tuning fork; the coupling gap between 
the feed line and the coaxial resonator is adjusted after contact so that the probe is critically coupled to the 
source. 
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reaches a point where the necking part is so thin that is not able to sustain the lower part of the immersed 
wire and this wire section drop off. At this point, the electrical current drops and the electrochemical 
etching stops. 
 
 
 
The reaction that occurs during the electrochemical etching is [87]: 
 
Cathode: 
6𝐻2𝑂 + 6𝑒
−  → 3𝐻2 (𝑔) + 6𝑂𝐻
− 
 
(39) 
Anode: 
𝑊(𝑠) + 8𝑂𝐻− → 𝑊𝑂4
2− + 4𝐻2𝑂 + 6 𝑒
− 
 
(40) 
Overall: 
𝑊(𝑠) + 2𝑂𝐻− + 2𝐻2𝑂 →  𝑊𝑂4
2− + 3𝐻2(𝑔)  
 
(41) 
 
Electrochemical etching can be static, dynamic or a combination of both. Static electrochemical 
etching means that the tungsten wire remains static during the etching process whereas in dynamic 
 
Figure 4-10 Illustration of the electrochemical etching of a tungsten tip. 
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etching, the tungsten is continuously lifted up and parameters such as lifting up distance and speed control 
the final shape of the probe tip [83]. Static etching controls the apex size and produces tips with 
exponential shape and dynamic etching produces conical-shape probe tips. It has been found that the 
aspect ratio can be reduced by increasing the applied voltage [88] and by increasing electrolyte 
concentration [83].  
In this work static electrochemical etching is used and the electrolyte concentration is not varied. 
The positive terminal of a dc power supply is connected to the tungsten wire immersed in NaOH (2M) 
and the negative terminal is connected to a stainless steel ring electrode as shown in Figure 4-11. The 
ring-shaped terminal is positioned just below the surface of the solution using a Line Tool 
micropositioner in order to reduce the H2 bubbles that reach the immersed wire which disturb the process 
and produce undesired effects on the tip shape [89].  
 
 
 
Voltage conditions used to create tungsten tips with different aspect ratios and apex sizes are 
summarized in Table 4-1. Figure 4-12 shows SEM micrographs for tips 1-4. As expected, tips 1 and 2 
have higher aspect ratios than those of tips 3 and 4 because lower voltage is used. The influence of the 
voltage on the apex size is not evident. 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Illustration of the experimental setup used for electrochemical etching of tungsten tips. 
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Table 4-1. Voltage used during electrochemical etching of tungsten tips 
Tip No. Voltage (V) Aspect ratio  Apex radius (m) 
1 12 0.5 10 
2 12 0.65 4 
3 14 0.37 25 
4 14 0.45 8 
 
 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
 
This chapter has presented the design of a coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM that 
operates in non-contact mode by using a quartz tuning fork-based distance following feedback system. 
The microwave probe and quartz tuning fork have been simulated using a combination of circuit and 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 4-12 SEM micrographs of fabricated tips (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 and (d) 4. 
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electromagnetic simulation and simulation results show good agreement with measurements. It has been 
found that the contact between the probe tip and quartz tuning fork has significant implications on both 
the microwave probe response and the height control system performance. For instance, at contact, the 
quality factor of the microwave probe is degraded by approximately 30% and the coupling of the 
microwave resonator to the source is changed. Critical coupling between the resonator and source can be 
adjusted by reducing the gap between the resonator and feed line. Effects of the tip-fork contact on the 
quartz tuning fork’s response include the degradation in the amplitude of vibration at resonance and a 
shift of the resonance frequency. It has been found that the shift in the resonance peak and the voltage 
attenuation at resonance can be reduced by proper adjustment of the relative position between the probe 
tip and tuning fork.  
Additionally, the quartz tuning fork-based height control system successfully mapped the surface 
topography of a testing sample consisting of a Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 trace on alumina substrate. Measured 
topography is in very good agreement with a commercial profiler. It is worth noting that this quartz tuning 
fork-based height control system is low-cost compared to a similar commercial system such as the 
MadPLL (Mad City Labs) whose current price is on the order of fifteen thousand dollars [90]. 
Furthermore, advantages of this system over a commercial profiler are that it is non-contact, non-
destructive and not only line profiles but also images of the surface topography can be obtained.    
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CHAPTER 5 : CAPABILITIES OF THE DR-BASED NFMM AND THE COAXIAL 
TRANSMISSION LINE RESONATOR-BASED NFMM 
 
5.1 Note to Reader  
 
Portions of this chapter, including figures have been previously published in [91], and have been 
reproduced with permission from the European Microwave Association. See Appendix A-4 for 
permission. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
 
So far, two NFMM with different Q, tip size and one of them operating in conjunction with a 
tuning-fork distance following feedback system have been presented in the previous chapters. However, 
the influence of these parameters on the performance of these NFMM designs has not been discussed yet. 
In this chapter, the imaging capability and the ability to differentiate materials with different 
electromagnetic properties of the DR-based NFMM and coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM 
are studied. Material differentiation is influenced by the Q of the resonant probe and the strength of the 
evanescent fields interacting with the MUT [6, 71]. The higher the Q and the stronger the fields in the 
sample, the higher the material differentiation capability or sensitivity of the NFMM. The strength of 
these fields can be enhanced by increasing the tip apex size and reducing the tip-sample distance [71]. In 
this chapter, material differentiation capability of the NFMM designs is investigated under conditions that 
affect the strength of the fields in the MUT, such as the probe tip being immersed in the MUT (liquid) and 
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the MUT being coated by insulating films. Additionally, the imaging capability and spatial resolution of 
the NFMM designs is verified under the same conditions using a set of known patterns.  
 
5.3 Material Differentiation 
 
5.3.1 Differentiation of Bulk Dielectric Materials 
 
The ability of the microwave microscope to differentiate materials with different properties is 
studied using the DR-based NFMM and the transmission line coaxial transmission line resonator-based 
NFMM. The sensitivity analysis is carried out by measuring the resonance properties of the microwave 
probe Fr and Q as a function of d for a set of standard insulating bulk samples (fused silica, alumina, 
sapphire, and LaAlO3) [91]. Measured Fr and Q plots for the DR-based resonator using tip with apex 
radius of 25 m are shown in Figure 5-1 (a) and (b), respectively. These plots reveal that both Fr and Q 
are affected by the presence of the bulk samples and that the drop in these properties increases with the 
permittivity of the sample and decreases with the tip-sample distance d. This behavior is explained by the 
fact that the coupling capacitance between the tip and the sample Cc increases as d decreases which 
results in the reduction of Fr. Also, it can be noted that variations as small as ’r = 1.75 are successfully 
resolved with the probe in the range 9.8  ’r  11.58.  
Measured Fr and Q vs. d plots for the coaxial transmission line resonator-based probe using a tip 
with apex radius of 10 m are shown in Figure 5-2 (a) and (b), respectively. It is observed that this probe 
is also sensitive to the standard insulating bulk samples. However, the probe is not able to resolve alumina 
from sapphire (’r = 1.75) which can be explained by the low Q of the probe (Q=55 for MUT=air). In 
order to improve the Q of the probe, and therefore the sensitivity, the quartz tuning fork can be removed 
from contact with the probe tip (see sub-section 4.3). It is worth nothing that a consequence of removing 
the quartz tuning fork from the probe will result in an NFMM that is unable to perform an xy scanning at 
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a constant tip-sample distance since the contact with the sample cannot be established. Table 5-1 
summarizes the minimum resolvable difference in dielectric constant obtained with the DR-based and 
coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM designs.  
 
 
 
 
Table 5-1. ’r of the DR-based and coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM designs 
NFMM design  
(0 m< d <14 m) 
(9.8  ’r  11.58) 
’r Tip apex radius (m) Q 
DR-based NFMM 1.75 25 982 
Coaxial transmission lines-based NFMM <1.75 10 55 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-1 (a) Fr and (b) Q of the DR-based microwave probe using tip of apex radius of  25 m for 
different insulating bulk samples.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-2 (a) Fr and (b) Q of the coaxial transmission line resonator--based microwave probe using tip of 
apex radius of 10 m for different insulating bulk samples. 
 
5.3.2 Differentiation of Liquids 
 
It is of interest to study the performance of the DR-based NFMM (design with better Q and ’r ) 
using liquids with a wide range of permittivity for two reasons. Firstly, liquids facilitate the study of the 
differentiation capability of the NFMM operating under in-situ conditions (tip is immersed in the liquid). 
Secondly, so far, characterization of liquids using NFMM has been concentrated only on the study of the 
resonant properties of the microwave probe for different NaCl concentrations (high permittivity and high 
loss) [62, 65]; however capabilities of NFMM to differentiate liquids with low-loss and low-dielectric 
constant and modeling of the tip-liquid interaction have not been explored yet. The sensitivity analysis is 
also carried out by measuring the resonance properties of the microwave probe Fr and Q as a function of d 
for liquids with a wide range of permittivity. The liquids used in this work along with their permittivities 
are listed in Table 5-2. The permittivity of each liquid was measured using an Agilent 85070B dielectric 
probe at 5.72 GHz and at room temperature. Materials with loss tangent greater than approximately 0.49 
will be categorized as lossy materials. Thus, mineral, olive, corn and castor oil will be referred as low loss 
liquids while acetone and the isopropyl alcohols are considered to be lossy liquids. 
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In order to measure the resonant properties of the probe for the different liquids, each liquid was 
deposited onto an aluminum sample holder designed with an orifice 6 mm wide and 1 mm deep, which 
preserves the volume of the liquid and prevents it from spreading on the holder. A micropipette was used 
to deposit a consistent amount of liquid onto the sample holder. All of the measurements were performed 
at 16 C in a temperature-controlled room. The aluminum plate containing the liquid was placed at a 
distance d from the tungsten tip, which is varied during measurements through the computer controlled 
stages combination. For the measurements, Q and Fr were recorded as the distance d was varied from 0.4 
mm to -0.2 mm. The probe tip makes contact with the liquid at d = 0mm, therefore the probe tip is 
submerged in liquid for negative values of d.  
 
 
Table 5.2. Permittivity and loss tangent of liquids used (measured a 5.72 GHz using the 8570B Agilent 
Probe) 
Liquid Dielectric constant Tan  
 ’r ’’r   
Mineral Oil 2.34 0.01 0.004 Low-loss 
Olive Oil 2.68 0.17 0.06 Low-loss 
Corn Oil  2.72 0.18 0.06 Low-loss 
Castor Oil 2.93 0.24 0.08 Low-loss 
Acetone 32.25 15.92 0.49 Lossy 
Isopropyl Alcohol  50% 22.95 20.60 0.89 Lossy 
Isopropyl Alcohol  70% 12.16 11.71 0.96 Lossy 
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To analyze the experimental data, the lumped-element circuit model of the probe and sample in 
the vicinity of resonance presented in Figure 3-4(a) is used. The tip-liquid interaction for the non-contact 
and immersed case is shown in Figure 5-3. In the non-contact case, the coupling between the tip and the 
sample is represented by Cc, which increases as the tip approaches the liquid. The properties of the MUT 
are modeled by Cs and Rs which are related to ’r and ’’r, respectively. When the tip is submerged in the 
liquid, Cs and Rs not only depend on the permittivity but also on the proximity of the tip to the bottom of 
the metal sample holder. 
 
 
Figure 5-4 (a) and (b) show the measurements of Fr and Q as a function of distance d for the low 
loss liquids, respectively. It can be observed that as the probe tip approaches the liquid, both Fr and Q 
decrease and the variation is proportional to the value of the liquid permittivity. Additionally, it can be 
seen that once the probe tip is immersed into the liquid, Q and F r can be more clearly distinguished 
between the four samples compared to the non-contact condition; and that variations as small as ’r = 
0.04 are successfully resolved in the range 2.34  ’r  2.72. The Q and Fr behavior might be explained 
through the lumped-element circuit models of Figure 3-4(a) and Figure 5-3. For low-loss liquids, Rs can 
be assumed to be high since low values in ’’r result in low values of dielectric conductivity  = ’’r. In 
the non-contact case, Fr and Q decrease with d as Cc increases. The presence of Cc masks variations in Cs 
and Rs and thus results in relatively small variations in the resonance frequency and Q among the four 
materials. When the tip is immersed into the liquid, there is no Cc capacitance and the decrement in Q and 
d=0mm
d>0mm d<0mm  
Figure 5-3 Lumped-element circuit model of the tip-liquid interaction for d > 0 mm (non-contact), and for 
d < 0 mm (probe tip submerged in the liquid). 
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Fr is only determined by the Cs, Rs and d, which explains the enhancement in the sensitivity of the probe 
when it is fully immersed in the liquid. Table 5-3 summarizes the minimum resolvable difference of the 
DR-based NFMM for non-contact measurement of bulk samples with the sensitivity of the DR-based 
NFMM for the tip immersed in low-loss liquids.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-5 (a) and (b) present the measurements of Fr and Q as a function of the distance d for 
lossy liquids. The lumped-element circuit models shown in Figure 3-4(a) and Figure 5-3 are also used to 
describe these results. From Table 5-2, it can be seen that the permittivity of the lossy liquids is higher 
Table 5-3. ’r of the DR-based NFMM 
NFMM design  ’r Tip apex radius (m) Q 
0 m< d <14 m  
9.8  ’r  11.58 (Bulk) 
1.75 25 982 
d < 0 m 
2.34  ’r  2.72 (Liquids) 
0.04 25 982 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-4 (a) Measured Fr vs. d plot for different low loss liquids. (b) Measured Q vs. d plot for different 
low loss liquids. 
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than that of the low loss liquids; therefore, compared to the previous section, lower values for Rs and 
higher values of Cs need to be considered. For d > 0 mm, the resonant frequency and quality factor 
decrease as Cs increases and Rs decreases, respectively. For d < 0 mm, Fr remains almost constant with d 
because of the low values of Rs. The quality factor increases as Cs increases and Rs decreases as a 
consequence of the increment in the permittivity and/or reduction of d. It can be observed that differences 
in Q between the samples are more clearly resolved when the tip is immersed in the liquid than in non-
contact case. This enhancement in the sensitivity in Q for d < 0 mm was also observed for low loss 
liquids and it can be caused by the absence of Cc.  
 
 
 
Simulations of the lumped-element circuit model of the probe and liquid shown in Figure 3-4(a) 
and Figure 5-3 were carried out in ADS and confirm the measurements for low-loss and lossy liquids. 
Figure 5-6 (a) and (b) show the simulated Fr and Q of the probe as a function of Cs (’r) for the tip 
interacting with a low-loss liquid in non-contact and in-contact operation, respectively. Since r’ and r’’ 
are low for low-loss liquids Cs is assumed to be low (30 fF < Cs < 60 fF) and Rs high (Rs= 3 K). It is 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-5 (a) Measured Fr vs. d plot for different lossy liquids. (b) Measured Q vs. d plot for different 
lossy liquids.  
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observed that in contact and non-contact operation both Fr and Q decrease as Cs increases. Figure 5-6 (c) 
and (d) shows that for the tip interacting in non-contact operation with lossy liquids, Fr and Q decrease as 
Cs increases. However, when the tip is immersed in the lossy liquid, Fr no longer changes with Cs and Q 
increases as Cs increases. For lossy liquids r’ and r’’ are high; therefore, Rs is assumed to be low (Rs= 15 
) and Cs high (1000 fF < Cs < 5000 fF). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6 Simulated Fr (a) and Q (b) of the lumped-element circuit vs. Cs for low-loss liquids. Simulated 
Fr (c) and Q (d) of the lumped-element circuit vs. Cs for lossy liquids  
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5.3.3 Differentiation and Detection of Subsurface Materials 
 
One of the objectives of this dissertation is the imaging and detection of subsurface materials and 
structures. The first step to accomplish this goal is to explore the subsurface imaging and material 
differentiation capabilities of NFMM. In this case, the coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM 
is used since it allows the scanning over the sample at a constant height regardless the conductivity of the 
sample. There are several sample parameters of interest that can be considered in this study such as the 
number and permittivity of the coating layers, thickness of each layer and permittivity of the material 
being coated, etc. This work considers the tip-sample distance to be constant and the number of coating 
layers to be one. Thus, in this section, the ability of the coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM 
to differentiate buried dielectrics using a tip with apex radius of 10 m is presented.  
Figure 5-7 (a) presents a schematic of an insulating substrate with permittivity rs (3.8 < rs < 25) 
coated with a layer of thickness Zf (5m < Zf < 30m) and permittivity rf (2.95 < rf < 30), along with the 
predicted NFMM probe resonant frequency (Figure 5-7 (b)-Figure 5-7(d)) obtained with the co-
simulation approach described above. As illustrated in the plots it is possible to differentiate all of the 
substrates coated by insulating films whose thickness varies within 5 m and 30 m. Sensitivity of Fr to 
changes in st decreases as the dielectric constant and thickness of the coating layer increase. For example, 
Fr for substrates with permittivity of rs= 9.8 and rs= 25 is reduced from 2 MHz to 1.6 MHz when the 
permittivity of the 30 m coating layer increases from rf = 2.5 to rf = 30.  Another observation from the 
plots is that for any substrate, Fr decreases as rf increases, which is explained through a lumped element 
circuit model of the interaction between the probe tip and sample. The tip is coupled to the substrate 
through two capacitors connected in series, C1 and C2, as shown in Figure 5-7(a); the first capacitor 
couples the tip to the coating layer and the permittivity is that of air, and the second capacitor couples the 
coating layer to the substrate. The permittivity of the second capacitor is rf.  Thus, for a constant C1, an 
increase in rf increases C2 and decreases Fr.   
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In order to confirm experimentally that the NFMM is able to characterize and differentiate several 
buried bulk dielectrics, Fr vs. d measurements of bulk substrates of fused silica, alumina, sapphire and 
LaAlO3 are carried out with a 5 m thick parylene-C coating layer. Fr vs. d measurements for the samples 
without a coating layer were presented and discussed in Section 5.1 (see Figure 5-2 (a)). Figure 5-8 (a) 
shows measured Fr for the samples coated with a 5 m thick parylene layer. 
 
 
It can be observed that the NFMM is able to resolve differences between the buried substrates and 
that there is an increase in Fr due to the presence of the coating layer compared to values for bare 
 
Figure 5-7 (a) Schematic of the simulated sample. Simulated resonance frequency plots for coating layer 
with permittivity of (b) rf =2.95 (c) rf =10 and (d) rf =30. 
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substrates. Fr for sapphire resulted in a larger shift in frequency than that for LaAlO3 which is explained 
by the fact that the parylene-C layer thickness on different samples varies somewhat depending on the 
location of the sample in the PDS chamber. Particularly, the parylene-C layer thickness on sapphire is 
about 200 nm thicker than that on LaAlO3. The frequency shift (Fr) as a function of the substrate 
permittivity can be clearly seen in the inset in Figure 5-8(b). 
 
 
 
5.4 Imaging Capability  
 
Imaging capability refers to the ability of the NFMM to image materials features and is can be 
quantified by the spatial resolution. As discussed in Chapter 2, spatial resolution in an NFMM is 
influenced by the tip geometry and the tip-sample distance rather than the wavelength at the operation 
frequency. An approach used to verify the spatial resolution of the NFMM is to scan a set of patterns with 
known lateral dimensions (smaller than the tip size). The resulting full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
of the narrowest trace will determine the spatial resolution [92].  
 
Figure 5-8 Measured Fr vs. tip-sample distance for different bulk substrates coated with a 5 m thick 
parylene-C layer. (b) Measured frequency shift (Fr) between coated and bare substrates as a function of 
the substrate permittivity st.  
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The spatial resolution of the DR-based NFMM (tip with apex radius of 25 m) is verified by 
scanning the GaAs MMIC phase shifter shown in Figure 5-9(a). At every point of the 500 m x500 m 
scan, Q is recorded and subtracted from the Q for the probe at d= 10 mm. The phase shifter was 
fabricated by Qorvo (formerly TriQuint Semiconductor) using the TQPED process. The layout shown in 
Figure 5-9(a) contains ground-signal-ground pads, microstrip lines, an MIM capacitor and a section of a 
spiral inductor. The microstrip line is constructed using 4 m thick Metal 2 layer, the pads are created 
using Metal 2 and passivation via, the MIM capacitor is constructed using 0.5 m thick Metal 0 layer and 
MIM layer. The spiral inductor is constructed using stacked 2 m thick Metal 1 and Metal 2 structures. 
The MMIC phase shifter, excepting the pads, is coated with a 0.8 m thick SiNx passivation layer. From 
this layout, the narrowest trace is a 10 m wide microstrip line which is used to verify the spatial 
resolution of the microscope In order to perform the xy scan, the contact point with the gold pads is 
stablished by monitoring the shift in frequency that occurs at soft contact (see chapter 3); then the sample 
is lowered by 5 m to start the scan.  
Figure 5-9 shows the top view (b) and 3D view (c) of the measured Q plot for the 500 µm x 500 
µm scan of the MMIC phase shifter. It can be seen that the metallic features coated by the 0.8 m thick 
passivation layer can be distinguished from the GaAs substrate and that the 68 m wide microstrip line as 
well as the ground pads are clearly distinguishable in the plot. Moreover, the 10 m wide ( /5000) 
microstrip line section is clearly resolved. The spatial resolution is verified by determining the FWHM of 
the 10 m wide microstrip line. Figure 5-10 shows a line profile along the 10 m microstrip line from 
which it can be seen that the half maximum occurs at Q=700 and that the spatial resolution is 50 m. As 
expected, the spatial resolution is set by the tip apex diameter (50 m). 
It is of interest to verify the imaging capability and spatial resolution of the DR-based probe when 
it is operated under in-situ conditions. In the previous section, it was shown that once the probe tip is in 
the liquid, the sensitivity of the probe is improved. The spatial resolution of the probe was verified by 
scanning the MMIC detector shown in Figure 5-11. On top of the detector, a mineral oil layer 30 µm thick 
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was deposited. The scan area is 300 µm x 300 m and consists of gold microstrip lines and a ground pad 
on a 0.1 mm thick GaAs substrate. The smallest feature size is a microstrip line that is 10 µm wide. 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5-9 (a) MMIC phase shifter scan area. Q measured data for the 500 µm x 500 µm scan of the 
MMIC phase shifter (b) top view and (c) 3D view. 
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Figure 5-12 (b) shows the measured Q plot for the 300 µm x 300 µm scan of the MMIC 
detector. The reference value in Q is the quality factor of the probe in air at d = 1 mm. In order to 
perform non-destructive imaging of Q, the contact point with the gold pads is established by monitoring 
the shift in frequency that occurs at soft contact (see Section 3.4); then the sample is lowered by 10 m to 
start the scan. The microstrip lines as well as the ground pad are distinguishable in the plot, including the 
10 m microstrip line. For comparison purposes, the MMIC detector without the mineral oil layer was 
also scanned. As can be seen in Figure 5-13 (b), all the features are also distinguishable; however the 
 
Figure 5-10 Line profile along the 10 m wide microstrip line. 
 
Figure 5-11 MMIC detector and scan area. 
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sensitivity of the probe is diminished. The spatial resolution of the NFMM for non-contact and under in-
situ conditions determined from the FWHM of the 10 m wide microstrip line are found to be 70 m and 
80 m, respectively. This result demonstrates that although the sensitivity improves under in-situ 
conditions, the spatial resolution is not significantly degraded. Figure 5-14 shows the line profiles along 
the 10 m microstrip line obtained with the tip in air and immersed in mineral oil.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-12 (a) Illustration of the tip, MMIC detector and mineral oil seen from the side. (b) Q measured 
data of the MMIC detector when the tip is in the presence of mineral oil. 
GaAs
Au
Mineral oil
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-13 (a) Illustration of the tip and MMIC detector seen from the side. (b) Q measured data of the 
MMIC detector when the tip is in air (no mineral oil on the MMIC detector). 
GaAs
Au
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The enhancement of the sensitivity of the probe tip under in-situ conditions can also be 
understood by looking at the simulated electric fields of the tip and liquid interaction shown in Figure 
5-15. Since the fields exerted from the tip are evanescent in nature, the simulation of the tip-sample 
interaction can be carried out in an electrostatic simulator such as Ansys Maxwell or Comsol 
Multiphysics. In this work the simulation is performed in Ansys Maxwell; the tip has an apex radius of 25 
m and the liquid is mineral oil. From the plots, it can be seen that the magnitude of the electric fields is 
greater and extends wider and deeper in the liquid when the tip is immersed in the liquid than in the non-
contact case, which results in an improvement of the sensitivity but a degradation of the resolution.   
 
 
 
Figure 5-14 Line profile along the 10 m wide microstrip line for the tip in air and oil. 
 
Figure 5-15 Electric field distribution of the tip-mineral oil interaction for non-contact operation (left) and 
tip immersed in mineral oil (right).  
50m
Non-contact Tip immersed in liquid
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 Imaging of Metallic Subsurface Features 
In order to verify the spatial resolution and the ability of the NFMM to distinguish sub-surface 
metallic and dielectric features, a test sample consisting of a 500 nm thick gold trace coated with a 10 m 
thick parylene-C layer  is fabricated. The gold trace has a width of 50 m and was deposited onto a glass 
substrate using E-beam evaporation. The sample is scanned using tips with apex radii of 4 m and 10 m, 
which were shaped by the electrochemical process described in section 4.4. SEM micrographs of the tips 
are shown in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b).  
The scan across the gold on the test sample was carried out over an area of 175 m x 175 m in 
steps of 2 m at a constant tip-sample distance of 100 nm. The 50 m wide gold trace can be clearly 
distinguished from the glass in the Fr and Q images presented in Figure 5-16. Both Fr and Q decrease for 
the gold region as a result of the increase in the capacitance and losses; this result is consistent with data 
presented in [6] which is explained by a redistribution of charges around the tip due to the presence of the 
metal and a resulting degradation of Q.  
The measurements acquired using the tip with an apex radius of 10 m exhibit more sensitivity 
than those using the tip of 4 m. This is explained by the fact that the electric fields extend deeper and 
wider into the coating layer as the tip apex radius increases, resulting in an increase in the sensitivity of 
the NFMM. However, wider extension of electric fields in the sample is translated into a degradation of 
the lateral spatial resolution. This effect can be better seen through the line profiles across the sample 
shown in Figure 5-17. These line profiles are the average of the profiles acquired along the x direction 
during the xy scan. Since the maximum values of Fr and Q using the 10 m and 4 m tips are different, Fr 
and Q are normalized to each local maximum. It is noted that the increase in the sensitivity when using 
the larger tip is about 2 times higher in Q and 1.6 times in Fr measurement. The tilting in the sample is 
about 1.5 m along x and it was corrected during post processing. 
The electric field distributions obtained from HFSS simulations of the parylene-C/gold/glass 
sample support the experimental results presented above. In these simulations the parylene-C layer is 30 
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m thick and the tip-sample distance is 100 nm. Figure 5-18 shows the electric field distribution for apex 
radii of (a) 10 m and (b) 25 m. In each case the fields decay symmetrically below the tip and extend 
through the parylene-C layer reaching the gold trace. However, stronger field interaction zones are 
concentrated within a region approximately equal to the tip size which means that higher spatial 
resolution can be achieved using the tip with a smaller apex. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-16 Resonance frequency and quality factor plots for parylene-C/Au/glass sample obtained using 
tips with apex radius of (a)-(b) 10 m and (c)-(d) 4 m. Thickness of the parylene-C layer is 10 m. Tip-
sample distance is 100 nm. 
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The subsurface spatial resolution of the coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM is 
verified using the profiles presented in Figure 5-17. Since the measured profiles correspond to a trace 
wider (50 m) than the tips sizes used (4 m and 10 m), the spatial resolution is considered to be 2Aw, 
where Aw is the apparent width of the measurement as illustrated in Figure 5-19. Thus, from Figure 5-17 
(a), the spatial resolution of the NFMM that uses the tip of 4 m radius is 46 m, whereas for the NFMM 
using the 10 m radius tip, the spatial resolution is degraded by14 m. If the Q profiles in Figure 5-17 (b) 
 
Figure 5-17 Normalized Fr (a) and (b) profile scans along x using tip with apex radius of 10 m and 4 
m. The illustration of the test sample in the plots is shown for clarification and it is not to scale.  
 
Figure 5-18 Electric field distribution of the tip-sample interaction. (a) Apex radius=10 m. (b) Apex 
radius=4 m. Tip-sample distance is 100 nm for (a) and (b). 
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are used, the spatial resolution of the NFMM using the tip of 4 m radius is found to be 72 m and it is 
also degraded by14 m if the tip is replaced for the one of 10 m radius. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
It was found that the DR-based NFMM is able to distinguish different insulating bulk samples 
(3.8 < r’< 25). Particularly, differences in r’ as small as 1.78 can be resolved using a probe tip with apex 
radius of 25 m. The spatial resolution of the microscope was found to be 50 m and it was determined 
by scanning a GaAs MMIC phase shifter whose minimum feature size was 10 m. The scanning was 
performed at a tip-sample distance of 10 m. 
Additionally, the DR-based NFMM is able to differentiate low-loss and lossy liquids in contact 
and under in-situ conditions. When the probe is operated under in-situ conditions, improvement of the 
probe sensitivity to variations in the permittivity of the liquid was observed. Measurements of the quality 
factor of the resonator reveal that the probe is able to resolve variations around 0.04 in r’ for low loss 
liquids. It was found that the spatial resolution of the probe when immersed in mineral oil reduces only by 
10 µm, which means that although the sensitivity improves under in-situ conditions, the spatial resolution 
is not significantly degraded. This was experimentally verified by scanning a MMIC detector covered 
 
Figure 5-19 Illustration of the determination of the Aw using a measured profile. 
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with a 30 µm thick layer of mineral oil at a standoff distance of 10 µm. Simulated data using a lumped-
element circuit model of the probe and sample support the measured results. 
Finally, it was demonstrated that non-contact and non-destructive localized characterization of 
insulators and conductors coated by insulating polymer films is possible using the coaxial transmission 
line resonator-based NFMM.  It was found that the NFMM is able to distinguish between different bulk 
dielectrics which are buried in an insulating layer whose thickness is on the order of the tip apex size. 
Investigation of the influence of the dielectric constant and thickness of the coating film on the sensitivity 
of the NFMM reveals that even for a high permittivity (’r  =30) coating layer, the NFMM is able to 
differentiate the buried insulating substrates using a tip with an apex radius of 10 m.  
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CHAPTER 6 : CHARACTERIZATION OF PRINTED MATERIALS AND DEVICES, AND 
FLEXIBLE CERAMIC COMPOSITES USING NFMM 
 
6.1 Note to Reader 
 
Portions of this chapter, including figures have been previously published in [20] and [97], and 
have been reproduced with permission from IEEE. See Appendix A-5 for permission. 
 
6.2 Introduction 
 
NFMM have been mainly used to characterize bulk materials and thin films. However, there is a 
lack of information regarding characterization of materials with complex structures such as multilayered 
or additive manufactured microwave devices. Challenges, relevance, summary of previous works, and an 
overview of the contributions of this work related to NFMM characterization additive manufactured 
devices, and subsurface characterization of materials are discussed in the next paragraphs. 
Realization of novel microwave structures fabricated by additive manufacturing process requires 
an understanding of both the physical and electrical properties of the materials employed, particularly for 
high frequency applications where the size of devices is reduced to a point where processing tolerances 
play a significant role in the performance and reliability achieved. So far, electrical characterization of 
printed electronics in the microwave frequency regime has been mainly focused on the study of the 
propagation parameters of ground-signal (G-S) and ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) inkjet printed 
interconnects [93], and also on the estimation of the bulk dielectric constant and loss tangent of the 
material employed as the substrate [93]-[94]. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge there are no 
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previous works on localized characterization of electrical properties of printed structures, as presented 
herein. In this chapter, non-contact measurement of electrical resistance of a printed resistor using the 
DR-based NFMM is discussed, as well as the simultaneous mapping of surface topography and electrical 
conductivity of CB028 conductive silver paste with a wide range of electrical conductivity (2.3e6 S/m <  
< 1.4e7 S/m) without the need of a distance sensor. NFMM makes possible the characterization of 
materials at the surface and in the subsurface which is of importance not only in the characterization of 
multilayer structures and subsurface defects detection, but also in biomedical applications such as 
imaging of tumor cells. In [27-29], detection of metallic features embedded in metallic and insulating 
films using NFMM has been discussed. However, there is a lack of information on the study of the 
dielectric constant of coated insulating samples which can be of interest for the characterization of 
ceramic composites. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) can be loaded with ceramic powders such as BaTiO3, 
NdTiO3, SrTiO3, Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 and MgCaTiO2 in order to develop high–k and low-loss flexible 
polymer-ceramic substrates suitable for microwave applications such as antennas, filters [95] and baluns 
[26]. Particularly, CaTiO3-MgTiO3-MgTiO4 [49] and BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 [50] systems have been 
characterized using NFMM operating in contact mode. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, 
this is the first work reporting the non-contact imaging of flexible composites through NFMM. This 
application presents a major challenge since the contact point with the sample cannot be clearly 
determined, due to the lack of a well-defined boundary on the region where the quartz tuning fork 
interacts with the surface; the absence of a well-defined boundary subsequently reduces the effectiveness 
of distance following feedback system of the NFMM [96]. In contrast, it is shown that a parylene-C layer 
deposited on the flexible composite allows the distance-following feedback system to determine the 
contact point with the sample within a distance of 100 nm. This chapter presents the characterization of 
several insulating crystalline bulk substrates coated with an insulating layer as well as the imaging of 
PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% coated with a 10 m thick parylene-C layer using the coaxial resonator 
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transmission line-based NFMM. Finally, sub-surface spatial resolution and sensitivity of the NFMM is 
discussed by imaging a parylene-C coated gold trace using tips of different radii. 
 
6.3 Characterization of Direct Digital Additive Manufactured Conductive Materials and Thick 
Film Resistor  
 
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, non-contact measurement of electrical 
resistance of a polymer thick film printed resistor using the DR-based NFMM is presented. In the second 
part, simultaneous RF electrical conductivity and topography mapping of direct digital manufactured 
conductive inks using the DR-based NFMM is discussed.  
 
6.3.1 Non-contact Characterization of Polymer Thick Film Printed Resistors 
 
The characterization of the printed resistor was carried out using the DR-based NFMM which 
employs a probe tip with an apex radius of 200 m. The printed resistor was fabricated by Daniel Silva 
(nScrypt) through direct print additive manufacturing using an nScrypt Tabletop 3D printer and a 50 
m/100 m inner/outer diameter pen tip. The materials employed were DuPont CB028 silver conductor, 
DuPont 7082 carbon conductor and FR-4 as the substrate. The silver pads were printed first with a curing 
temperature of 120C for 90 minutes. Then, the carbon conductor was printed and the entire sample was 
cured at 120C for 20 minutes. The schematic and photograph of the fabricated resistor are shown in 
Figure 6-1 [97]. Due to the printing process, there are two regions where the carbon conductor overlaps 
the silver pads.  
The method proposed in this work to characterize the printed resistor is based on the 
measurement of the quality factor Q of the microwave probe as a function of the tip-sample distance d. 
The printed resistor is scanned at a fixed z-height; thus any change in the surface topography will produce 
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a change in d. Furthermore, it is assumed that the conductivity of the carbon conductor is constant across 
the resistor (sheet resistivity = 400 /sq/mil [98]). With this approach changes in Q can be correlated with 
film thickness and therefore resistance.  
 
 
 
From Figure 6-2 (a) it can be seen that both Fr and Q are sensitive to the proximity of the carbon 
conductor and decreases with d. In NFMM, a reduction in Q is associated with the losses in the sample 
and so Q seems a more logical choice than Fr to quantitatively estimate the electrical resistance. As shown 
in Figure 6-2 (a) the Q response can be approximated by a polynomial equation described by 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-1 Printed resistor illustration (a) and micrograph (b). Dimensions shown in the illustration were 
obtained using a Dektak 150 profilometer. 
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d = A + B1Q + B2Q
2
 (42) 
 
where A= -14.436, B1= -0.022 and B2= 7.532x10
-4
. During a scan over the resistor, Q data is acquired at 
each scan step (20 m) and then it is transformed to d using interpolation. Hence, measured Q images can 
be transformed to topographical changes. Fitting of experimental data to a polynomial equation has been 
successfully employed to image material properties from measured data. In [16], sheet resistance images 
of YBCO thin films were obtained from measured Q data using a least-squares equation. 
In order to confirm that variations in Q are not associated with system noise but with topography 
variations, the microwave probe-tip was positioned at a distance d = 18 m above the carbon conductor 
and Q was acquired for 60 minutes as shown in Figure 6-2 (b). From Figure 6-2 (b), the mean value of Q 
and its standard deviation were found to be 224.1 and 0.18, respectively. Moreover, from this 
measurement the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be determined according to [99]. 
 
SNR =
𝜇2
𝜎2
=
𝑃𝑆
𝑃𝑁
 
(43) 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-2 (a) Q and Fr plot versus d for DuPont 7082. The solid line represents the polynomial fit for Q 
vs. d. (b) System noise measured at d=18 m.  
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where μ2 and σ2 are the square values of the signal mean and standard deviation of the noise, respectively; 
and PS and PN are the average signal and noise power, respectively. From data in Figure 6-2 (b) and (43), 
the SNR is found to be 10*log (SNR) = 61.90 dB. In order to determine the influence of the tip-sample 
proximity on the SNR, the resistor was positioned at different distances d below the tip and Q was 
acquired for 60 minutes. Using the procedure mentioned previously, the SNR at each d was calculated 
and is shown in Table 6-1. From this table it can be seen that the SNR does not vary significantly with d. 
The mean value of the SNR is 59.4 dB with a standard deviation of 2.40 dB. 
 
 
 
The resistance is computed using the expression 𝑅 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐿/(𝑊 ∙ ℎ) where 𝜌 is the material 
resistivity which has to be known, 𝐿 is the resistor length, 𝑊 is the resistor width, and ℎ is the resistor 
thickness. To demonstrate the method proposed, the resistor shown in Figure 6-1 (b) was scanned in steps 
of 20 m. After the contact point was established, the sample was lowered by 80 m and an xy scan was 
performed. The acquired Q data is converted to height variation using the polynomial equation presented 
above. The topography of the printed resistor is shown in Figure 6-3(a). From Figure 6-3(a) and (b), the 
Table 6-1. Signal-to-noise ratio at different tip-sample distances 
d (m) SNR (dB) 
5 58.00 
15 58.46 
18 61.90 
25 62.98 
35 58.16 
45 57.07 
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overlapping regions (DuPont 7082/DuPont CB028), substrate (FR-4) and carbon conductor (DuPont 
7082) can be identified.  
 
 
 
Ten profiles along the length and ten profiles along width of the resistor were obtained using 
NFMM, and they were used to determine the average values and standard deviations of W and L. 
Examples of these profiles are shown in Figure 6-4(a) and (b). W is considered to be the full width at half 
maximum (Z/2). The mean value of W was found to be  = 717.26 m with a standard deviation of  = 
75.26 m. L is considered to be the full width at the half maximum (P/2), where the maximum (P) is 
determined by the difference between the maximum of the overlapping peaks and the average of the 
carbon film height h. The mean value and standard deviation of L are found to be  = 1088.44 m and  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-3 Topography of the printed resistor obtained through NFMM. (a) 3D plot. (b) Top view. 
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= 17.48 m, respectively. Significant values of standard deviation obtained for W and L are explained by 
the non-uniformity achieved by the printing process, which is influenced by printing conditions such as 
curing temperature, curing time and printing speed. Error on the estimation of h, is determined by the 
repeatability of the Z-axis M112.1DG positioning stage, and is reported to be 100 nm [100]. A profile 
along the length of the resistor was obtained using a Dektak 150 commercial profilometer. Results 
presented in Figure 6-4 (b) and (c) show that the profiles agree very well. However, the measurement 
obtained with the profilometer provides greater spatial resolution. This difference is due to the tip size 
employed in each case. For the NFMM measurements the tungsten tip radius is 200 m whereas the 
profilometer stylus diameter is 12.5 m. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-4 Profiles along the width (a) and length (b) of the resistor using NFMM. (c) Profile along the 
length of the resistor (A-A’ line) using a Dektak 150 commercial profilometer. 
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A 3-D plot showing the electrical resistance calculated using the average values of 𝑊and 𝐿, and 
the carbon conductor resistivity is presented in Figure 6-5. Each point in this plot acts as a small resistor 
and contributes to the total resistance as illustrated in the lumped element model. The resistors that are 
following the current flow (I) such as 𝐴11 through 𝐴1𝑛 are added in series whereas the resistors that are 
perpendicular to the current path are added in parallel. Thus, the total electrical resistance of the printed 
resistor is expressed by 𝑅 = (((𝑅1𝑛||𝑅2𝑛)||𝑅3𝑛)… ||𝑅𝑚𝑛) and it is computed to be 1.289 k.  
 
 
 
It is of interest to study the influence of the standard deviation of the resistor dimensions W and L 
on the computed electrical resistance.  To accomplish this task, the electrical resistance is calculated using 
the expression 𝑅 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐿/(𝑊 ∙ ℎ), and the equivalent lumped-element circuit model shown in Figure 6-5, 
and the dimensions in Table 6-2. Dimensions in this table provide an average (1289 ), maximum (1462 
) and minimum (1148 ) electrical resistance.  
 
 
Figure 6-5 Electrical resistance image and equivalent lumped-element circuit model. 
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 Electromagnetic Simulation of the Resistor 
The printed resistor was simulated in ANSYS Maxwell 3D. The geometry used for simulations 
was that measured with the Dektak 150 surface profiler. The DC conduction solver was employed and a 
voltage difference of 1V was applied to the silver contact pads as shown in Figure 6-6. The current 
density 𝐽 (A/m2) is observed to vary with the surface topography, decreasing around 12% over the center 
of the carbon conductor section where the thickness is increased by 6 m. The maximum current density 
of 3.6 x10
5
 A/m
2
 is achieved near the inner edge of the silver pad on the left hand side, as shown in Figure 
6-4(c), where the carbon thickness is significantly reduced to less than 10 m. The simulated electrical 
resistance of the resistor is calculated through 𝑅 = 𝑉/𝐼, where 𝑉 is the voltage difference applied (1V) 
and 𝐼 is the electrical current flowing through the resistor. The computed result is 1.424 k, in good 
agreement with the NFMM measurements. The electrical current is computed through the expression 
∫ 𝐽 ∙ 𝑑𝑆  and is found to be 0.702 mA. 
 
 Four-Point Probe Measurement 
The electrical resistance of the printed resistor was also measured using the four-point probe 
method. An Agilent E3631A current source was connected to two T-4-10 tungsten needles and a current 
of 3.35 mA was applied. The voltage across the resistor was measured with a Keithley 2000 multimeter 
that was connected to another pair of T-4-10 tungsten needles. The measured voltage was 5.008 V and the 
calculated resistance was 1.494 k in good agreement with the NFSMM and EM simulation results. 
Table 6-2. Resistor dimensions and computed electrical resistance 
Width (m) Length (m) R () 
W+ L- 1148 
W- L+ 1462 
W (mean) L (mean) 1289 
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6.3.2 Non-Contact Characterization of Conductive Inks 
 
The conductivity and profile of layers fabricated with micro-dispensing systems are affected by 
several process factors, including: partial clogging of the pen tip, conductive ink inhomogeneity, valve 
opening and closing speed, air pressure, printing path size, curing time and temperature, etc. Figure 6-7 
shows SEM micrographs of cross sections of a trace made with DuPont CB028 silver paste around its 
middle (a) and close to one edge (b). As seen in Figure 6-7 (a) and (b), there is a non-uniform distribution 
of ink particles and higher particle density is observed at the bottom portion of the trace compared to the 
top surface region. Additionally, the thickness on the edge of the trace is tapered. 
Typical techniques used to measure electrical conductivity (e.g. the DC 4-point probe) provide an 
averaged value across the entire sample cross-section; however, it is important to identify localized 
variation in conductor properties for high frequency applications as the current is strongly concentrated 
near the edges. In this section, simultaneous mapping of the RF electrical conductivity and the surface 
topography of the printed inks using the DR-
presented. 
 
Figure 6-6 Simulated electrical current density plot on the resistor. 
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The material under study is the CB028 conductive ink used in the slot ring resonator printed on a 
Rogers RO570 substrate shown in Figure 6-8. The printing was performed by Eduardo Rojas (University 
of South Florida) using an nScrypt Tabletop microdispensing system and Ag microparticle DuPont CB028 
paste for the realization of the conductive layer. The pressure of the system was constant at 15 psi, and the 
inner diameter of the pump tip is 125 m [20].  
 
 
 
In order to extract the electrical conductivity of the conductive ink, the DR-based NFMM is 
calibrated by recording Q at d = 3 m for three standard metallic samples: nickel, vanadium and titanium. 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 6-7 SEM micrographs of the cross section of CB028 around the middle of the trace (a) and close to 
the side edge of the trace (b). 
 
Figure 6-8 Photograph of the additive manufactured CB028 slot ring resonator. 
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Then the conductivity an unknown sample can be obtained from measured Q using interpolation .This tip-
sample distance was chosen for calibration as it will be the distance at which the xy scanning will be 
performed. Conductivity of the calibration samples is listed in Table 6-3 and is calculated through 
=1/(Rst) , where Rs is the sheet resistance and t is the sample thickness. Rs is measured using a Jandel 
RM3000 four point probe. Figure 6-9 shows Q vs.  for d = 3 m. From this figure, it can be seen that Q 
degrades as the conductivity of the sample decreases. This behavior is explained by the fact that more 
energy is dissipated in samples with lower conductivities. The relationship between Q and  can be 
approximated by an exponential equation defined by  
 
 = 36.0)85.16/exp(2136.5  Qe  (MS/m) (44) 
 
 
 
 
Table 6-3. Electrical conductivity of standard conductive samples measured using a Jandel RM3000 four 
point probe 
 Nickel Vanadium Titanium 
Electrical conductivity (S/m) 1.4e7 4.6e6 2.3e6 
 
 
Figure 6-9 Calibration plot. 
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In addition to electrical conductivity, surface topography is also measured during a xy scan. For 
this purpose, the DR based NFMM employs the distance following mechanism discussed in Section 3.4, 
which monitors the frequency shift that occurs at the contact point between the probe tip and the 
conductive ink. The scan was performed for over an area of 50 m x 50 m around the center of the 
sample in X/Y steps of 2 m. At each point of the scan, Q and topography are simultaneously acquired. 
Then Q is correlated with  using the exponential equation (44). Figure 6-10 show topography and 
conductivity images of the CB028 film. From these images, it can be seen that there is a correlation 
between conductivity and surface topography. The correlation coefficient between these images is 
computed to be =-0.45, which indicates that the conductivity and topography plots are negative linearly 
correlated. Higher surface areas show higher conductivity (1.1e7 S/m) whereas lower surface areas 
exhibit much lower conductivity values (0.4e6 S/m). A lower electrical conductivity on the surface may 
be explained by the fact that the micro-particle density is lower here, as shown in the SEM micrograph in 
Figure 6-7 (a). This variation could significantly impact the performance of microwave printed devices, 
especially as the operating frequency increases.  
 
 
 
Figure 6-10 Topography (left) and conductivity (right) images of CB028. 
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With the aim of validating the NFMM measurements, measured arithmetic average roughness (𝑅𝑎) 
and electrical conductivity are compared with the values provided by a commercial profiler and a four-
point probe, respectively. 𝑅𝑎 is calculated using (45) and 𝑍𝑖 represents the height value for the i
th
 data point 
of the sample, n is the total number of elements of the dataset, and 𝜇𝑍 is the mean value of the height. The 
dataset from the NFMM image and profilometer covered a 50 m x 50 m area. 
 
𝑅𝑎 =
1
𝑛
∑|𝑍𝑖 − 𝜇𝑍|
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
 
(45) 
 
Although these calculations are comparing the height values of different regions of the same 
sample, there is a close agreement between the surface roughness parameters obtained from the two 
measurement methods, as shown in Table 6-4. Table 6-5 shows the measured electrical conductivity of 
CB028 using the four-point probe technique and the average electrical conductivity computed from the 
image in Figure 6-10 (right). The NFMM conductivity is about an order of magnitude lower than the one 
measured using the four-point probe method. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are that the NFMM 
provides a localized measurement of conductivity over the sample’s surface rather than an averaged 
conductivity value across the entire bulk sample as the four-point probe method does. As can be observed 
from the SEM micrograph in Figure 6-7 (a), the CB028 trace is not homogenous and there is a lower silver 
particle density on the surface layers than at the bottom layers. The effect of this non-uniform particle 
distribution across the trace may not be observed in the dc four-point probe measurement, which assumes 
the material under study is uniform and homogenous. However, in NFMM, the volume under study in the 
sample is determined by the material properties, tip-size and tip-sample distance. In order to determine this 
volume under study, a simulation of the electric fields around the tip and sample is carried out using the 
electrostatic simulator ANSYS Maxwell. The cross section of the CB028 in that was recreated using the 
SEM image shown in Figure 6-11 (a). Figure 6-11 (b) shows the tip-sample geometry used in simulations. 
The tip-sample distance is d = 3 m. Figure 6-11 (c), the simulated electric fields around the tip and 
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sample can be seen. In the sample, the fields decay by about half of the intensity in about 3 m below the 
surface and vanish in about 6 m. The fields extend laterally in the sample in a region about the diameter 
of the probe tip. Fields extension of about 6 m in depth in this type of conductive sample is explained by 
fact that the material is composed of silver particles and air voids. 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-11 (a) SEM of the cross section of a CB028 sample. In the region enclosed by the red circle, 
silver particles are represented by spheres with radius of 1 m and 2 m. This region was used as 
reference to recreate the sample in the electrostatic simulator. (b) Tip-sample geometry in ANSYS 
Maxwell. (c) Simulated E-field plots of the tip-sample interaction.   
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It is clear that the uneven distribution of silver particles impacts the RF electrical conductivity of 
the CB028 traces which could have significant consequences on the performance of microwave devices 
and systems. To model the effect of the particle distribution on the performance of a single trace, a CB028 
microstrip line on Rogers3003 has been simulated at 2 GHz in HFSS considering the CB028 trace as a 
composite material comprised of three layers, with the lower one the more conductive and the higher one 
the less conductive. In this model, it is assumed that lower concentration of particles at the top layer results 
in a layer with lower electrical conductivity (0.7 MS/m) compared to the medium (1 MS/m) and bottom 
layers (4 MS/m). Figure 6-12(a) shows the schematic of the trace made of composite material and Figure 
6-12(b) shows the surface current density of the cross section of the trace. As can be observed the current is 
mainly concentrated around the bottom at the edge, where less particle density is achieved and where the 
thickness is considerably reduced. For comparison purposes, the attenuation constant of a trace whose 
conductive material is uniform with an electrical conductivity of 4e6 S/m is 0.033 Np/m whereas that of 
the non-uniform trace is 0.66 Np/m. The length of the trace is 5 mm for both cases. This result shows that 
the attenuation constant of the microstrip line with uneven current distribution is 20 times higher than that 
of the same trace with uniform conductivity of 4 MS/m. Consequences of this result could be observed for 
example in filters with high insertion loss in the pass-band or resonators with low quality factor.   
 
Table 6-4. Roughness measurement method comparison 
Material 
Roughness( Ra) Measurement Method 
NFMM Veeko Dektak 150 
CB028  1.15 m 3.68 m 
 
Table 6-5. Electrical conductivity measurement method comparison 
Material 
Conductivity Measurement Method 
NFMM Four-point probe 
CB028  0.7e6 S/m 4.8e6 S/m 
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6.4 Characterization of Flexible Ceramic Composites 
 
The mapping of dielectric properties is of special interest for the characterization of high-k 
polymer-ceramic composites such as PDMS-MgCaTiO2 and PDMS-Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3. One challenge faced 
in the non-contact imaging of these flexible substrates using the distance-following feedback system of 
the NFMM is that there is no certainty in the contact point determination, as the amplitude of oscillation 
of the quartz tuning fork decreases slowly as the sample approaches the probe tip. This behavior is 
illustrated in Figure 6-13, in which a shallow slope in the output voltage of the fork as a function d is 
observed for the PDMS-Composite (No coating) curve. For clarification, in the figure, the slope change is 
shown to occur at a tip-sample distance of zero however there is no certainty that this point corresponds to 
the actual contact point. This uncertainty in d could not only result in damages to the sample and tip but 
also in uncertainties in the NFMM measurements. It has been determined, however, that depositing a 
parylene-C layer on the flexible composite material can overcome this issue. To demonstrate, the PDMS-
Composite (Coated) curve shown in Figure 6-13 exhibits a rapid reduction of the output voltage of the 
fork as the tip comes within 100 nm of the sample. Thus, for the coated material, height control can be 
achieved by monitoring the fork voltage. The measured behavior of these two samples can be explained 
 
                    (a)                                                                                    (b) 
Figure 6-12 (a) Schematic of the microstrip line using a composite conductive material. (b) Surface 
current density plot of the cross section of the composite conductive material.  
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by the difference in the Young’s modulus of the top layer with which the fork interacts. The PDMS-based 
polymer composites have a flexible structure and PDMS has a lower Young’s modulus (750 KPa [101]) 
than that of parylene-C (3.2 GPa [102]). This dependence of the fork output on the rigidity of the sample 
is discussed in [96] where it is observed that for alumina, the Q of the fork drops abruptly as the tip comes 
within 200 nm of the sample, whereas for polyethylene, the drop in Q is slower and occurs within 900 nm 
of the sample. 
 
 
 
 Imaging of Dielectric Subsurface Features 
NFMM imaging of the polymer-ceramic composite made of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% coated 
with a 10 m thick parylene-C layer was carried out over an area of 50 m x 50 m in steps of 2 m at a 
constant tip-sample distance of 100 nm. The PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% sample was prepared by Juan 
De Dios Castro (USF) following the methodology presented in [24]. The dielectric constant and loss 
tangent of the composite were separately measured using a cavity resonator and found to be 22.7 and 
0.032 at 4.26 GHz, respectively. During the scan, Fr and surface topography images of the sample were 
acquired simultaneously. From Figure 6-14(a) and Figure 6-14(b), it can be observed that there is no 
direct correlation between topography (surface height) and Fr which indicates that measured variations in 
 
Figure 6-13 Fork output voltage versus d for PDMS-Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 49% with and without parylene-C 
coating. 
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Fr are a consequence of localized changes in the permittivity of the composite. The correlation coefficient 
between these images is computed to be = -0.11, which indicates that the surface topography and Fr are 
linearly negative and have negligible correlation. Surface topography image Figure 6-14(a) reveals 
patterns of parallel lines which are marks from the mold used for sample preparation. Microscope images 
of the sample and mold confirm this observation as shown in Figure 6-14(c). From Figure 6-14(b) it is 
clear that Fr, and therefore the permittivity distribution is not constant over the scan area and that a 
concentration of lower permittivity (higher Fr) is observed on the left side of the sample. This region 
could represent PDMS (r=2.77 at frequencies up to 40 GHz  [103]) that was not effectively mixed with 
the Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 ceramic particles (r=2367 at 1KHz [19, 104] ) as can be observed in the SEM 
micrograph shown in Figure 6-14(d). It can be noted that a ~50 m thick PDMS region is formed on top 
of the sample and that PDMS-ceramic agglomerates are distributed across the sample. It is worth noting 
that NFMM and SEM imaging were carried out around the center of the sample over similar areas. The 
average, minimum and maximum frequency observed in Figure 6-14(b) are 4.9889 GHz, 4.9867 GHz and 
4.9904 GHz respectively. These values translated to permittivity are st =8.37, st = 11.78 and st = 6.63, 
respectively. Permittivity is obtained from interpolation of the data shown in Figure 5-7(b) and Figure 5-8 
(a), from which a calibration data set can be obtained in the form (Fr vs. st) for tip-sample distance of 100 
nm and 10 m thick parylene layer.  
The average permittivity of the PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% sample obtained using NFMM is 
about half of the measured value using the cavity resonator technique. The discrepancy can be explained 
by the fact that the cavity resonator technique extracts an effective permittivity over a volume of about 5 
cm x 5 cm x 0.5 mm whereas the NFMM study volume is determined by the scan area 50 m x 50 m 
and the estimated penetration depth 30 m. Within this small volume near the surface, localized 
composition differences such as the low permittivity PDMS layer formed on top of the sample (see Figure 
6-14(d)) and the presence of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 agglomerates strongly influence the extracted 
NFMM permittivity. Furthermore, well-known theoretical models such as the Maxwell-Wagner’s model 
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and the Bruggeman’s model [105, 106] predict effective dielectric constants of polymer composites that 
are significantly lower than the average of the permittivity of the polymer and ceramic themselves. Thus, 
a much lower permittivity of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% would be expected for the NFMM interaction 
volume, where more PDMS is present in the volume than ceramic particles (see Figure 6-14(d)), 
compared to the content in the larger volume considered in the cavity resonator measurements.  
 
 
 
Figure 6-14 (a) Surface topography and (b) Fr image of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% coated with a 10 m 
thick parylene-C layer. (c) Microscope image of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% and stainless steel mold. (d) 
SEM micrograph of the cross section of PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 49% coated with a 10 m thick parylene-
C layer. Tip-sample distance is 100 nm for (a) and (b). 
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In order to confirm that measured variations in Fr are not associated with system noise, the 
microwave probe tip was positioned at a d= 100 nm and Fr was acquired for 240 minutes as shown in 
Figure 6-15. It can be seen that the peak-to-peak frequency variation is 350 KHz and that the mean value 
of Fr and its standard deviation are found to be 5.03791 GHz and 9.17932e-5 GHz, respectively. The SNR 
obtained from (43) [99] is found to be 94.78 dB 
 
 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, it was shown that the DR-based NFMM can be used for localized characterization 
of passive printed electronics and for simultaneous measurement of electrical conductivity and surface 
topography of rough conductive printed materials such as CB028 silver paste. Particularly, non-contact 
measurement of electrical resistance of a printed resistor using the DR-based NFMM was discussed. The 
resistance computation employs the surface profile information obtained through non-contact Q 
measurements of the printed resistor over an average area of 1088 m x 717 m, and the conductivity of 
the conductor material, which is assumed to be uniform across the sample. The relative percent difference 
 
Figure 6-15 System noise measured at d= 100 nm. 
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in electrical resistance obtained between NFMM and four-point probe measurements is 14.7 % whereas 
the difference relative to simulations is 9.6 %. Noise measurements performed by recording Q for 60 min 
revealed that the signal to noise ratio on the Q measurement is 59.4 dB.  
Additionally, simultaneous non-contact imaging of electrical conductivity () and topography of 
a CB028 conductive trace is also presented in this chapter. The NFMM monitors the resonant frequency 
of the DR-based probe to acquire the surface topography, and the quality factor to determine the electrical 
conductivity. Conductivity and topography images of printed CB028 silver paste reveal an average 
roughness and conductivity of 1.1m and 0.7e6 S/m, respectively. The NFMM data reveal significant and 
correlated variation in surface features and conductivity across the surface of the printed CB028 films. 
The topography and conductivity images obtained demonstrate that the NFMM can be employed for 
localized characterization of rough conductive materials used in microwave devices.    
Finally, it was demonstrated that non-contact and non-destructive localized characterization of 
insulators and conductors coated by insulating polymer films is possible using the coaxial-resonator 
transmission line based NFMM.  It was found that the NFMM is able to distinguish between different 
bulk dielectrics which are buried in an insulating layer whose thickness is on the order of the tip apex 
size. Investigation of the influence of the dielectric constant and thickness of the coating film on the 
sensitivity of the NFMM reveals that even for a high permittivity (’r  =30) coating layer, the NFMM is 
able to differentiate the buried insulating substrates using a tip with an apex radius of 10 m. In addition, 
NFMM imaging of a flexible PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 composite coated with a 10 m thick parylene-C 
layer reveals concentration of low permittivity regions on one side of the sample. Signal-to-noise ratio of 
the Fr measurements using the coaxial resonator transmission line-based NFMM was measured using the 
same method employed by the DR-based NFMM and it was found to be 94.78 dB. Finally, subsurface 
imaging of a metallic gold trace coated with a 5 m thick parylene-C layer using tips of different radius 
shows that tips with larger size exhibit better sensitivity but reduced spatial resolution.  
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CHAPTER 7 : SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 Summary 
 
This work demonstrated that NFMM is a suitable technique that can be employed to characterize 
the surface and subsurface of materials. Two NFMM designs are developed and their materials 
differentiation and imaging capabilities are examined using bulk samples, liquids, additive manufactured 
materials and devices, and flexible polymer-ceramics. Each design offers advantages and disadvantages. 
The first design uses a DR-based probe resonating at 5.7 GHz as microwave probe. Advantages of this 
design are that it has high Q (Q=986) which enhances its materials differentiation capability, the probe 
tips can be easily replaced, and it is able to operate in non-contact form while characterizing conductive 
samples without the need of an additional distance sensor. The minimum resolvable difference in 
permittivity of bulk materials of the DR-based NFMM is ∆’r = 1.75. It was found that ∆’r is enhanced to 
0.04 if the probe tip is immersed in low-loss liquids. Additionally, it was found that the imaging 
capabilities of the NFMM are not degraded significantly when the tip immersed in a low-loss liquid. 
Additionally, the DR-based NFMM successfully imaged the topography and electrical conductivity of 
very rough CB028 thick films (average roughness= 3.8 m). It was found that the electrical conductivity 
of CB028 varies between 0.4 MS/m to 1 MS/m. This measurement is of significance because it is 
performed in the microwave frequency regime and it is localized over a region close to the sample surface 
where less silver particles are observed and most of the surface current density is concentrated. The main 
disadvantage of this design is that imaging at constant height is only possible for conductive samples 
since the height control mechanism monitors the shift in the resonance frequency of the probe that occurs 
when the probe tip makes soft contact with a conductive sample. 
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The second NFMM employs a coaxial transmission line resonator-based microwave probe terminated in a 
chemically etched tungsten tip. An advantage of this design is that it is integrated with a quartz-tuning 
fork distance-following feedback system, which ensures non-contact imaging capability regardless of the 
sample’s conductivity. Major challenges associated with contact between the tungsten tip and the quartz 
tuning fork are addressed and discussed.  The coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM is able to 
differentiate between insulating bulk samples that are coated with insulating films whose thickness is 
about the size of the probe tip. Additionally, the microscope revealed permittivity variations of flexible 
PDMS-Ba0.55Sr0.45TiO3 composite that is coated with a 10 m thick parylene-C. A disadvantage of the 
coaxial transmission line resonator-based NFMM is its low Q (Q=55), however, higher Q can be achieved 
(Q= 196) if the quartz tuning fork is removed.  
 
7.2 Recommendations 
 
Suggestions for future work are: 
 In NFMM, the extension of the evanescent fields in the material is controlled by the 
probe tip-sample distance and the probe-tip size. In Chapter 6, it was demonstrated that the coaxial 
resonator transmission line-based NFMM positioned at a distance of about 100 nm from the sample’s 
surface is able to differentiate several insulating samples (3.8 < ’r < 25) that are coated with an insulating 
layer (2.95 < ’r <30) as long as the thickness of the coating layer does not exceed the tip diameter.  Thus, 
the depth of study of the NFMM can be controlled by actively controlling the probe tip size, which could 
be of interest for the characterization of multilayered devices.   
 
 Develop a model of the electric field distribution between the NFMM probe tip and 
multilayered structures that can be used to extract the surface and subsurface material properties. 
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 The microwave probe along with the proximity sensor could be integrated with the 
printing tool in order to perform in-process characterization and quality control of additive manufactured 
devices.   
 
 Examine the broadband operation of the coaxial transmission line resonator based-
NFMM by studying the frequency response of additional resonances for different materials.     
 
 Investigate mechanisms that enhance the quality factor of the coaxial transmission line 
resonator based-NFMM in order to improve its sensitivity, which can be done by depositing a film of 
gold onto the tungsten tip. This also will allow the tungsten tip be directly soldered to the copper inner 
conductor of the semi-rigid coaxial cable. Thus, the stainless steel tube used to hold the tungsten tip 
becomes unnecessary.      
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